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ABSTRACT 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) is consi Ic -d 1 l th un l n ' hich 
B-TSDN is to be built. The traffi ontr I or M n h wk L iiu] nt nt t provide 
Quality of Service ( oS tor n tw rk 
management procedur s have b 
objectives. Traffic shaping i one f th trn t 
protect the network and the nd- y t m fr m 
rent traffic 
"" rk p rf ormance 
m nt m hanisms that able to 
ti n bl m. 
This project focuses on the de elopment for simulation of different scheduling 
policies in traffic shaping with object-oriented approach. The simulator is designed 
and implemented to ensure the correctness of scheduling within the network nodes, 
fairness of scheduling and to guarantee quality of service for ATM application. 
Simulation modeling is an ideal domain for the application of object-oriented 
methods, both in the modeling of problem domain entities and in the implementation 
of simulators. 
A devel pment of an object-oriented, platf rm independent, web-enabled. and 
multithread discrete-event simulator will build using Java programming langua . 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
This chapter begins with an introdu ·tion )n .1,'. n -h vn u · t insf r m d 
(ATM), traffic shaping, schedulinu pol] i s mi n I\: r~ simul rti )tl, Th, n ·1 tion 
included the description. of proj t . obj ~.ti 'S, l ~i t s h ul and r port 
organization. 
1.1 INTROOU TlON TO A VN HRONO TRA R ODE(ATM) 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode A TM) i a 1 of international interface & 
signaling standard deft ne by the ITU-T. A TM is a high performance, cell-oriented 
switching and multiplexing technology that utilizes fixed-length packets to carry 
different types of traffic. Furthermore, A TM can handle any kind of information such 
as voice, data, image, text & video in an integrated manner. 
ATM is a connection-oriented packet switching technique in which all packets 
are of fixed length. A TM is a connection-oriented technology in the sense that before 
two systems on the network can communicate, they should inform all intermediat 
switches about their service requirements and traffic parameter . 
ATM is a transmission technology that use fixed and relatively h r1 po k t 
called cells. A cell is a 53 byte packet with 5 bytes of header/descriptor nd 48 b t • 
of payload, or user traffic (voice, data or video) to combine data, voice and ideo. Th 
reason for choosing a fixed-size packet is to ensure that the switching and 
multiplexing function could be carried out quickly and ea ily. The c II arc 
transmitted over a connection called Permanent r witched Virtual ir ·uit 
Connection (PV or YC). ven ATM does not protect data from error , but it abl 
to works well on digital line with low bit err r rate . 
A TM i able to reduce infra 'tructure costs thr ugh effici nt bandv idth 
management, operational implicity and the c nsolidati n of o erla n 1\: rk . 
esidc that, it al so pro i les u go d ban lwitdh flexibility and can 
from desktop 0111put ·rs to I ·al ur ·u & wide area network . 
tcchnolo t has b en impl mcnted in a very broad range f netw rking d i e 
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as, PC, workstation, and server network interface card ork rroup an i ' rnpus TM 
switch, ATM multiplexers and so on.(l] 
1.2 INTRODUCTION TO TRAI~ Fl llAPIN • 
1.2.1 Definition Of Traffic Shaping 
Traffic shaping is a m h ni m th t 
of cells on a connection to achic b 11 r net" rk 
h ra teristics of a stream 
' hilst meeting the QoS 
objectives, or to ensure conformance at a ub quent interface. Traffic shaping 
mechanism is important in A TM networks, specially those that are interconnected or 
provide service guarantees. 
Traffic shaping attempt to modify the temporal distribution of traffic to ensure 
that it meets the applicable traffic constraints. Shaping can be used in a source 
terminal connected to the network, within the network to account for jitter introduced 
by network element, between interconnected networks, or in a destination terminal to 
reconstruct timing information for jitter-sensitive applications such a video. A 
constraint can be apply to a particular connection, ourcc (e.g. for char ing), or 
(intermediate) destination (e.g. for rate adaptation).[2] 
Input traffic 
The cells of a given 
Connection arrive in burst 
haped output traff 
Inter-departure time f r a h 
connection ha c n mad n tent 
hoping Queue 
nc per c nnecti n 
Figure I. I Traffi i Shaping f 3 I 
·xampl f traffic ·h 1 ing arc peak ell rate reduction, bur t I ngth limitin 
reduction of DV by ·uit 1 I spacing cell· in time, and cell ch duling lie .[2] 
2 
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1.2.2 Advantages Of Traffic Shaping 
Traffic shaping, provides an opportunit to boost ,'t uisti · rl iuulti] l • .ing gain 
by shaping traffic streams int much '' mooth r'' fc rm l ri 'f t' m 'tng. lso, a 
shaped traffic stream is predictable ullowin ,f st 1tL ti· 1 m d I for 
accurate resource allocation. And trnffi sh pin llln\. int rswit h trunk to operate 
at a higher level of utilization. 
The traffic shaping function is import nt fl r th n w broadband services that 
are being deployed. It is because traffic haping i able to avoid information loss, 
provide the end user several traffic contract options in terms of bandwidth and msure 
an use of the communication channels. 
In addition, traffic shaping able smoothes the cell stream of every connection 
to create a more predictable traffic profile. A more predictable traffic profile leads to 
better fairness, lower cell loss, and less stress on network resources. 
With traffic shaping, each VC is prevented from bursting into the output link 
at an excessive speed. Traffic shaping at the egress of a network reduces V II 
Delay Variation) across the User-to-Network Interface (UNl) to the ATM nd s . t m. 
Furthermore, it not only able to avoiding cell losses in the public network nod . , 11 
will also allow, for non-delay sensitive traffic, to obtain a better utili ation f th 
network resources. 
Traffic shaping may also be used within the end- y tern to ensure that th ell 
generated by the source or at the UNI are c nf rming t the n g tint d t m 
contract. Beside that, any connection may be ubject to traffic haping. ore amp! , 
network may choose t perform traffic shaping in c njunction with uitable 
UPC/NPC functions and/or virtual source/destination. [4] 
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1.3 INTRODUCTION TO SCHEDULING Pou IR 
1.3.1 The Needs of Scheduling Policies 
Scheduling policy is use to det mniu s hi h ju u 
transmit a cell that is stored in th buff r nnd 10 di ii l th 
various contending cla sos of orvi 
policy at each output link ha a dir 
incoming traffic is higher that the output link 
pportunity to 
ndwitdh among 
n w rk, the scheduling 
when the aggregate 
pa ity f n TM traffic shaper. Thus 
admission criteria for real-time application should take into account the specific 
scheduling policy used.[18] 
Scheduling policies maybe implement in 2 way, that are: 
• Coarse granularity (per class scheduling) that divide bandwidth among 
different service classes. 
• Fine level granularity (per Virtual Circuit scheduling) that divide bandwidth 
between various connections in a service class.[5] 
The scheduling policies strongly influence the cell delay which i mo 1 
important for delay sensitive services. It is because the scheduling p licics ar abl to 
maintain a queue containing all packets of cells which waiting for transmi sion. 
There are different algorithms for scheduling policies such a fir t c m 'tr t 
serve, round robin, select largest queue and so on. However, overall the schedulin 1 
policies can be divided into two main categories: static r dynamic. [6] 
1.3.2 Priority Scheduling 
Priority scheduling is u ed to determine which connections are erved fir r. 
The main design objectives for this scheduling policy are: 
• Fairness: The cheduling p licy mu ·t erve ogres netw rk c f th 
arnc priorit cla s with equal probability. 
• Little dola : The · ihcdulin 1 polio ·h uld minimize the c II dela f r all 
crvi e cot · iori · 17 j 
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By priority scheduling, one may serve first cell. th. t sn h. l lt l .. d lay. 
Besides, priority scheduling coupled with a certain unount of huff ring is ubl to 
improve the resource utilization efficienc 
for al1 services. 
1.4 INTROOUCTrON TO OMPUTER lMULA 
Computer simulation is th f igning model of an actual or 
wirem nt 
theoretical physical system, c c uting th m d 1 n a digital computer, and analyzing 
the execution output. Simulation embodie th prin iple of "learning by doing" - to 
learn about the system a model must be built and then operate the model. To 
understand reality and all of its complexity, artificial objects must be built and 
dynamically act out roles with them. Within the overall task of simulation, there are 
three primary sub-fields: model design, model execution and model analysis [8]. 
Model 
Design 
Conceptual Models 
Functional Models 
Constraint Model 
Special Model 
Multi model 
xecution 
Analysis 
Input-output 
Analy is 
Experimental 
e ign 
Visualiz tion f 
Data 
Serial Algorithm 
Parallel Algorithm 
Model 
Execution 
I· igure 1.2 Three Sub-Fi Ids of 'omput r: 'imu/011011 
1.4.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Simulation 
The advantages of simulati n are de cribed as bel w: 
• Economical and quick to assemble. 
• i en uff i nt computing resources, can do large-scale test'. 
• Tests arc controlled, reproducible. 
I Iowever crt in pr bl im · exist with iimulati n t o: 
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• Need to redo code for simulation environment. 
• Simulation implementation may differ con 'ii crnl 1_ · f un tl 'll . 
1.4.2 Types of Simulation 
sscntially there arc tw form of n t\: rk sirnul ti n: nalytical modeling 
and Discrete event simulation. 
Analytical modeling is a mathematical technique that characterizes a network 
as a set of equations. The main disadvantage associated with analytical models is that 
it is over simplistic view of the network and their inability to simulate the dynamic 
nature of a computer network. 
Discrete event simulation is the study of a complex system by computing the 
times that would be associated with real events in a real-life situation. This could be 
the average end-to-end delay of packets. Discrete event simulation has many 
advantages and it requires more processing time. Als , quite a considcrabl 
investment of time is needed to accurately simulate most models 11 O]. 
1.5 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The main objective of this project is to study and under tand the cxistin ATM 
traffic shaping techniques and different types of scheduling p I icy. hr ugh the tud 
of these techniques and policies, we can better model and attempt to impr e n the 
existing traffic shaping architectures. Numerou traffic . hapin > te hniqu . nd 
scheduling policies have been proposed since the implementation of the ATM 
network. The thesis begins with a tudy n the curr nt traffic haping techniqu and 
scheduling policies. 
The second objecti e i to develop an A TM traffic haper imulator v hi h i 
use' to pro idc diff r nt schedulinu policie . bjcct- dented appr ch i u 
de clop the imulator in ord ·r to take udvuntage of the feature. uch a m dulari 
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extensibility, reusability and others. Moreover, appl in l multith adina into a 
simulator design can be used to closely model th' rca 1 AT I t 1tli ' sh 1 r, 
The final objective is the er »uion or 1 port il l 
enabled simulator. 
7 
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1.6 PROJECT SCHEDULE 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
I Project Schedule 
Task Start June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan 
L Research and Review 7/6/2000 18/8/2000 
-·Requirement & Analysis 1/7/2000 7/9/2000 
. S) tern Design 1/9/2000 31/10/2000 
dule D elopment * 1/10/2000 l 5/l 2LOOO 
Finish 
. y t m Integration & te ting 1112/1999 15/J/_OQI 
. D um ntati n lr9/1999 2_/1/2001 
eJopment includes modules design and coding. 
Table 1.1 Project Schedule 
8 
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1. 7 REPORT ORGANIZATION 
Chapter 1 gives an overview of ATM and th' :i ctlniri m ,f h iffic sh iping and 
scheduling policies in ATM networks. Bri f d 'S 'fit ti )n )t\ 
also available. Chapter 2 introduces 
studies are put on to their imulutors, Al o difflt nt t, 
shaping and scheduling policies ar di. 11 • d in this h t r. 
Chapter 3 explains the pr gramming 1 ngu nd development tools that will 
be used in assisting the development of the sy t m. Further details of the functional 
and non-functional requirement for the s stem d elopment also explained in this 
chapter. Beside that, an overall of system design will be shown in this chapter, 
followed by module design, objects design, user interface design and others. 
First section of Chapter 4 discusses the two important part of Javasim ATM 
Simulator: Simulator Engine and Simulator Components. The second section 
discusses proposed priority scheduling algorithms to schedule the outgoing cells at the 
output port of a switch for different class of service and same class f service. 
Chapter 5 discusses the programming language and development to L ch s n 
to create the network simulator components. Beside that, brief' de cription ab ut 
functionality requirements, non-functionality requirements and devel pmcnt lo I f r 
simulation is also available. 
Chapter 6 discusses implementation of priority scheduling alg rithm 
output ports of the switch for the simulator. Classes with imp rtant data item and it 
associate data are discussed further in the implementation section. urther more, th 
details implementation for the pro o ed algorithm al o included. 
Description of clas , unit and , tern testing that had b n done f r th 
simulator is included m hapter 7. e ide that, different priority cheduling 
algorithms also can bu .ompar buse on the simulation results f the tern te tin . 
Finall an orvi w onclu ion of thi · reject i i includcd at hapt r fthi r p rt. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVI 
2.1 STUDY OF EXIST ATM SIMULATORS 
As the emerging of speeds and d nnmic or th ' mput 'r n tw irk today, 
management of the nctw rk tr m i. hi ihl im~ )ttlnt. 
Therefore, there arc a f w imul 11 n p _ t d ribe a number of 
simulation experiments performed on th numb r f di erent configurations without 
the expanse of building a real network. The imulator a tually offers a practical means 
of obtaining accurate information on which to plan and design a new system. 
Simulation is a useful technique for computer systems to perform analysis for high- 
speed network, especially for ATM. 
2.1.1 NIST ATMIHFC Network Simulator 
The ATM/HFC network simulator is a tool to analyze the behavior of ATM 
and HFC networks without the expense of building a real network. This simulai r wa 
developed at the National Institute of Standards and Technology NIST). 1 hi 
simulator is written in C Language whereby it is written in structural pr rr mmin 
approach. Typically, the simulator program includes a graphical interface whi ch 
provides the user with a means to display the topology of the network, d fin th 
parameters and connectivity of the network, log data, and to save and load the 
network configuration. ln addition to the user interface, the simulat r ha an nt 
manager, 1/0 routines, and various tools that can be u ed t build comp ncnt [ 11 l 
Advantages 
The user can create different network topologie , adjust the parameter of a h 
component's operati n, measure netw rk activity, sa /load diff rent irnulati n 
configuration and log data during irnulation xecution. The imulat r i quipped 
with graphical u er interface. 
Li mltatlons 
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Users of the simulator might face problem . cttin )' up th n 'tm. r~ to logy 
because of the requirement to consider a large numb 'r of J :1 um ·t • s. 
User or programmer nc ds to h 1 • tronu 1')1m 1 ui rn in p gramrmng 
language to customize the simulator s 
approach whereby the comp n nt. hn b tw en the 
bj t ri nted programming components. This is not suppos d t h ppen in 
approach. 
The simulator only can run is UN1X or LINUX platform. This makes the 
simulator can only run in limited platforms and it is not widely used. 
2.1.2 REAL Network Simulator 
The REAL network simulator is a network simulator designed for testing on 
congestion and flow control mechanisms. The simulator takes as input a scenario 
which is description of network topology, protocols, workload and control parameters. 
It produce as output statistics such as the number of packets sent by each s urcc or 
data, the queuing point, the number of dropped and retran mined packets and th r 
similar information. This simulator has many different versions. 
For REAL version 5.0, it provides users with a way of . pecif in' u h 
networks and to simulate their behavior. 1t provide around 30 modules written in 
that exactly emulate the action of several well-known n w con tr I pr l 
TCP), and 5 research scheduling discipline (such a •air Queuing and Hierar hical 
Round Robin). Besides, it includes a graphical u er inter ace ( I) written in Ju a. 
This allows user to quickly build simulati n cenario with a p int-and- Ii k 
interface l 12]. 
Thi R A 5.0 irnulator run n Sun3 , pare , MlPS bo e , Vaxen and B-, 
under 4.38 D-like perntin un , !RIX, UMIP , Itri ct . e ide the 
REAL vcr .ion 4. hus been .uccc "fully ported to i 8 I ree 2. . platf rm and 
the Li11u (Red 1111 R leas platform 19 J. 
11 
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The files in REAL 5.0 can be divided into th' foll ' in rt 
• Node functions: These are the function that ',' utc pnt 
• Queue management and routing: Thes tn in iu luff 1,' inn' i ',' u1 i g t 'way , 
and perform packet switchin 1• 
Node functions irnplcm nt omputntic n h f th n d , in the network. 
There arc three types of node fun t ion: . our e, rout er an ink. 
The queue management functions ar written in an object oriented and layered 
style. The queue objects are manipulated by a small set of functions. Each layer 
provides services that the layer above uses to provide its own services. Packets are 
buffered in a per-conversation linked list and are accessed by two pointers: one points 
to the packet at the head of the queue, and another points to the tail. Each packet has a 
field, which points to the next packet in the queue. 
Comparing REAL 5.0 to REAL 4.0 in October 1993, and in the last four years, 
many changes have been made. These include 
• many new simulation modules 
• a Java-based GUI. 
• faster, smaller, cleaner simulation engine 
• ports to FreeBSD, Solaris, and Digital Unix (0 F/3) 
• simulation exercises based on my book 
• minor bug fixes 
Advantages 
This simulator provide a flexible te tbed for studying the dynami beha iour 
of flow and conge ti n contr l chcrncs in packet switch data nctw rk . c id , th 
user can modify the simulator oftware to ace mrnodatc netv ork comp nen . 
Limitations 
Some of the REAL crsion's network simulator d not gi e u r an 
intern tivo mod ·llin 1 m ironm 11l with u graphical user 
r .prcscntation · ipabilitie but it i · available in R A vcr i n 5.0. hi r ion 
includes a 1ra1 hi 11 us ·r int rfuco 1l I) writt ·11 in Java and it all ws u. ui I 
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build simulation scenarios with a point-and-click intcrfa . cf C 
programming language and different platforms is a must tor p iummme s to mnk 
changes from the source code provided be ms this simul 1t 'r )tlly will run in • 'V rat 
platforms. 
2.2 sruov ON Sr~v•~RAL NF.TWORK 1Mlll.A 1 
A survey is made n . everal n t\ rk simul 11 n and management models 
done by several researchers, ma ter and phD stud nts of universities, which are 
available on many journals and papers. In this surve , there are a few simulator 
models, which will be discussed: An object-oriented network model for development 
of modeling traffic management ln A TM networks with OPNET and an A TM switch 
simulation tool based on the C++ object-oriented programming language. Basically, 
the models are mainly based on object-oriented approaches. 
2.2.1 Modeling Traffic Management In A TM Networks With OPNET 
This paper [13], describe the OPNET models that have been developed f r 
A TM and ABR design and analysis. 
The example network topology used for the design and dcvcloprn 111 of Inf 1 
management functions within AMS represents an N-source configuration h wn in 
Figure 2.1. Source and destination end-systems are connected to a pair f ATM 
switches that communicate via a bottleneck link. 
ATM Simulation 
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Figure 2.1 The OPNET ATM Model 
The OPNET process modeling methodology was u ed in the de cl pmont r 
the switch process model that delivered basic capabilitie of the core ATM swit hinu 
fabric, ABR feedback control, buffer management and scheduling. h key st ps 
this modeling methodology include: definition of the system c ntc rt, idcnti mg 
interdependent modules, enumeration f event , clc ti n f tat f pr css, 
construction of an event response table and con truction of the finite state machine. 
2.2.2 ATM Switch Simulation Tool based on C++ Object-oriented 
Programming Language 
In 1141, a oflwnrc package lo simulate ATM switche written in + 
pr rammin Ian iua 1 is 1 r iscnt id ind its main modul s and rib d. 
Th· P'• iku 11;: ionsists of ·c rul modules: cneral purposed m dul , inpu 
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module, storage managers module, random function. mo ul • I ut m mo Iul , 
buffering module, interface module, rnessa ic mo fol· s it -h tu lul , st itis tic 
module and the main program module. 
This m dcl allows the p ·rform 111 c 1h1. ti m l ' \i J· nt input traffic 
characterizations and onncction h m . p r m tri \ J • "·1 h el ment model 
is described explaining all its function I blo k: reus of codes to construct 
more complex switching fabric . Apart fr m th 1 th graphical user interface also 
implemented for configuration of simulation. 
2.3 TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT TN ATM NETWORK 
2.3. 1 Traffic Management and Congestion Control 
Achieving network efficiency means operating the network at or near capacity 
- approaching congestion. When a network approaches congestion, it is functioning 
efficiently and achieving high utilization. The challenge is to maintain QoS in the face 
of high utilization. Traffic management is the key to meeting that challenge and to 
realizing the promise of ATM.[2] 
Traffic management is concerned with ensuring that u crs rot their I . ir d 
quality of service. The problem is especially difficult during periods of hca J ad 
particularly if the traffic demands cannot be predicted in advance. This rs v h 
congestion control, although only a part of the traffic management i sues, is the m st 
essential aspect of traffic management. 
When two burst arrive simultaneously at a n d , the queue I ngth m 
become large very fast resulting in buffer overflow. Al o, the range of link peed i 
growing fast as higher peed link arc being intr duced in slower nctw rk of the 
past. At the points, where the total input rate i larger than the output link capacit 
congesti n become a prob! m. 
Prop ·r tram · mana icment and congestion contr I h Ip ensure Ificicnt and 
fair op rati 11 f 11 xworks in ' itc or constantly varying demand. 1 hi i rti ularl 
imp irtnnt for th dntn lruffi whi h hns v ·r little predictability and, ther f re cann t 
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reserve resources m advance as in the case of oic ' t \ ', mmunication 
networks.[15) 
2.3.2 Service Categories 
2.3.2.1 Definition For Service Categorle 
Constant Bit Rate ( BR) , crvlce iltcgory 
This category is u ed for mul tin ir uit . vit hin . Th cell rate is constant. 
Cell loss ratio is specified for LP-O \l an ma 1 r may not be specified for 
CLP=l cells. xamples of applications that can u CBR are telephone, video 
conferencing, and television (entertainment ideo).[15] 
Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (rt-VBR) Service Category 
The real-time VBR service category is intended for real-time applications, i.e., 
those requiring tightly constrained delay and delay variation, as would be appropriate 
for voice and video applications. rt-VBR connections are characterized in terms of a 
Peak Cell Rate (PCR), Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR), and Maximum Burst Size 
(MBS).[15] 
Non-Real-Time Variable Bit Rate (nrt-VBR) Service Category 
The non-real-time VBR service category is intended for TIOn-r • l-timc 
applications which have bursty traffic characteristics and which arc charact rizc in 
terms of a PCR, SCR, and MBS. For those cells which are transf rrcd within th 
traffic contract, the application expects a low cell lo s ratio. Non-real-time VBR 
service may support tatistical multiplexing of c nnection . N dcla b unds ar 
associated with thi service category.[ 15] 
Unspecified Bit Rate (UBR) ervice ntegory 
This category is designed for tho c data applications that want t u c an left- 
over capacity and ar n t sensiti e to cell loss r dcla . uch nnecti ns are n t 
rejected on the basis f bandwidth shortage no c nnection ad mis ion control and n t 
liced for their 11 1 ' b ha ior. uring congest: n, the ell ar I t ut th ur e 
are not c: pe ted t reduce their iell rule. In stead, these applicati n ma ha c their 
own hi ih r-l ' I iry and rctransmi sion mechani m . ample 
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applications that can use this service are email, file trans fer n '\ s f 
these same applications can use the ABR ervicc, if d csir .d.] 1.-1 
Available Bit Rate (ABR) 'ervic ~ Rt 'gory 
This category is designed for normal d 1t 1 u ~1 'ic ,'U ch t fil t ns f rand email. 
Although, the standard docs not r quir th 11 trans f r 111 ratio to be 
guaranteed or minimized, it is d . irable for. wit h . to minimiz the delay and loss as 
much as possible. Depending upon th c ng tion t te f th network, the source is 
required to control its rate. The users are alJowed to d clare a minimum cell rate, 
which is guaranteed to the VC by the network. Most VCs will ask for an MCR of 
zero. Those with higher MCR may be denied connection if sufficient bandwidth is not 
available. [ 15] 
Guaranteed Frame Rate (GFR) Service Category Definition 
The GFR service category is intended to support non-real-time applications. It 
is designed for applications that may require a minimum rate guarantee and can 
benefit from accessing additional bandwidth dynamically available in the network. rt 
does not require adherence to a tlow control protocol. The ervice guarantee is based 
on AAL-5 PDUs (frames) and, under congestion conditions, the network attempts t 
discard complete PDUs instead of discarding cell without reference I fr imc 
boundaries. (2] 
2.3.2.2 ATM Service Categories Parameters and Attributes 
Table 2-1 provides a list of ATM attributes (traffic param t ·r , 
parameters, and feedback characteri tic ) and identific whether and how the ar 
supported for each service category. 
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Table 2. 1 A TM Service Category Attributes 
Notes: 
1. CLR is low for sources that adjust cell flow in response to control information. 
Whether a quantitative value for CLR is specified is network specific. 
2. Might not be subject to CAC and UPC procedures. 
3. Represents the maximum rate at which the ABR source may ever . end, Th 
actual rate is subject to the control information. 
4. These parameters are either explicitly or implicitly specified for PV s or 
SVCs. 
5. CDVT refers to the Cell Delay Variation T lcrance (sec Sc ti n 4.4.1 . DVT 
is not signaled. In general, COYT need not have unique value ~ r 
connection. Different values may apply at each interface al ng the path o a 
connection. 
6. See Section 2.4. 
7. CLR is low for frames that are eligible for the ervice guarantee. Whether a 
quantitative value f r LR is pocificd i network sp cific. l2] 
2.3.3 Quality of Service Parameter 
1 • o par m ·t irs that correspond to nelw rk perf rm nee bje ti are 
identified in this , p • iification. Thr ·e of these may be negotiated b twe n the end- 
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systems and the networks. One or more value of the oS l arnm 't • , m 1y b c ffer d 
on a per connection basis, corresponding to th ' numl ·r lf 
objectives supported by the network. up ort < f differ nt l · 1 fonu n ' lj .ti an 
be done by routing the connection to m · ·t tiff 1 nu c l1i ·ti .s l r by impl mentation- 
specific mechani 'ms within individual n twork l m nts, 
The following QoS paramct rs or ne 101i 1 d: 
• Peak-to-peak ell Delay Variation pcak-t -pet k V 
• Maximum Cell Transfer Delay max D 
• Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) 
The following QoS parameters are not negotiated: 
• Ce]l Error Ratio (CER) 
• Severely Errored Cell Block Ratio (SECBR) 
• Cell M:isinsertion Rate (CMR) [2] 
2.3.3.1 Peak-to-peak Cell Delay Variation (peak-to-peak COV) 
The peak-to-peak CDV is the difference between the (1 - a) quantile of th 
CTD and the fixed CTD that could be experienced by any delivered cell on n 
connection during the entire connection holding time. The term "peak-to-pea. " r r rs 
to the difference between the best and worst case of CT , where the be t a ' is iqu 11 
to the fixed delay, and the worst case is equal to a value likely t be c ceded with 
probability no greater than a. Assuming that the fixed delay is the reference delay f r 
the two point CDV, the range of the distribution of the two-point Vis the sam 
the peak-to-peak CDV. Refer to UNf Signaling 4.0 for the coding of peak-t -peak 
CDV. 
Networks have a finite ability t control peak-to-peak DY. Theref re, nd- 
systems cannot expect to negotiate arbitrarily small value of peak-t -peak V a 
their sole means of meeting jitter and wander tolerances.[2] 
2.3.3.2 Maximum Call Transfer Delay (maxCTD) 
The maximum 'ell 'lransf r lay (max T sp cified f r a c nn tion i 
the (I - a uantil of Tl . 'I he LI ut .onncction rcqu ·t time i u d t plac an 
I~ 
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upper bound on a. When a switch accumulates ma: it m y choo e a 
smaller a which may have the effect of over- stimntin th .umu! ui T or 
CDV. The assumed relationship between I ,R nn i . is f r forth rr stu iy.l l 
2.3.3.3 Cell Loss Ratio (CLR) 
The CeJI Loss R tio is dcfin d f r onne ti n 
CLR= 
Lost Cells 
Total Transmitted Cells 
Lost and transmitted cells counted in se erely errored cell blocks should be 
excluded from the cell population in computing cell loss ratio. Each ATM cell has a 
"Cell Loss Priority (CLP)" bit in the header. During congestion, the network first 
drops cells that have CLP bit set. Since the loss of CLP=O cell is more harmful to the 
operation of the application, CLR can be specified separately for cells with CLP=J 
and for those with CLP=0.[2) 
2.3.3.4 Cell Error Ratio (CER) 
The Cell rror Ratio (C R) is defined as follows for a connection: 
CER = Errored Cells _ 
Successfully Transferred Cel Is+ err red el I 
Successfully transferred cells and errored cells contained in cell 
counted as severely errored Cell Blocks hould be excluded from the population u d 
in calculating cell error ratio.l2J 
2.3.3.5 Severely Errored Cell Block Ratio (SECBR) 
The Severe! Errored \:II Block Ratio R) is defined f II ws for a 
onn cti n: 
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SECBR = Severely rror ·d '11 Al l cks 
Total Tron. mined II I I .ks 
A cell block is a sequence of N ills I msmitr i · rns .uti l ' on a given 
connection. A severely err red II l lo k u s '·h m mo "th n M errored 
cells, lost cells, or misin ertcd cell out om". iv d c ll block. 
For practical measurement purpo .. , 
the number of user information cells transmitted b tv een successive OAM cells. 
Refer to ITU-T Recommendation T.610 for the size of cell blocks.[2] 
2.3.3.6 Cell Misinsertion Rate (CMR) 
The Cell Misinsertion Rate (CMR) is defined as follows for a connection: 
CMR = Misinserted Cells 
Time Interval 
Severely Errored Cell Blocks should be excluded from the population wh 11 
calculating the cell misinsertion rate. Cell misinsertion on a particular connc ti m is 
most often caused by an undetected error in the header of a cell being tran mitred n 
different connection. This performance parameter is defined as a rate rather than th 
ratio) since the occurrence of misinserted cells i independent of th numb r f 
transmitted cells received on the corresponding connection.[2] 
2.3.4 Function and Procedures for Traffic Management 
The following function form a framework for managing and controlling 
traffic and congestion in ATM networks and may be u ed in appr priate c m ination 
depending on the service category.j Z] 
• onnectlon Admlsslon 'ontrol (i It J is defined as the t fa ti ns taken 
b the network durin 1 Ille call s I-up phase in order t determine \ hether a 
.. I 
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connection request can be accepted or should b r j ct cd r v ·h th r a reque t 
for re-allocation can be accommodated). 
• Feedback controls arc dcfin d ns th s l )I 1 ·ti )tl.' tak n l. · th n twork and 
by end-systems to re >11101-- th Ir f11' suhmitt onnections 
according to the state of n rwork km nts, ifi tion defines one 
network feedback control me h nism: th A ntrol. The ABR flow 
control may be used 10 adaptiv 1. th a ailable bandwidth among 
participating users. 
• Usage Parameter Control (UPC) is defined as the set of actions taken by the 
network to monitor traffic and enforce the traffic contract at the User Network. 
Network Parameter Control (NPC) is a similarly defined set of actions at the 
Network Node Interface. The main purpose of UPC and NPC is to protect 
network resources from malicious as well as unintentional misbehavior, which 
can affect the QoS of other already established connections, by detecting 
violations of negotiated parameters and taking appropriate actions. uch 
actions may include cell discard and cell tagging. 
• Cell Loss Priority control: For some service catcgorie the end system m 
generate traffic flows of cells with Cell Loss Priority ( LP) marking. Th' 
network may fol1ow models which treat this marking a transparent or a 
significant. If treated as significant, the network may selectively discard 11 
marked with a low priority to protect, as for a possible, the Qo objccti 
ce11s with high priority. 
• Traffic Shaping: Traffic haping mechani ms may be u ed to achi e a 
desired modification to the traffic characteri tics of a conn tion. Th' 
objectives of this function are lo achieve a better network cfficienc v hilst 
meeting the Qo objective' and/or to ensure connection traffic conforman at 
a sub iequ ent int irla e. 
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• Network Resource Management: The service archite tu 
separation of connections according to scrvi · lthough c II 
scheduling and resource provisioning u im] l rn -iu ui n ml n etwork 
specific, they can be utilized to pro i le to 
resources. Virtual Path. ar nus ful tool fi: r sou m n lg m nt. 
• Frame Discard: A congc ted n twork th 1 n _ t di ard cells may discard 
at the frame level rather than at th c U 1 1. 
2.4 EXAMPLES OF TRAFFIC SHAPER 
2.4. 1 CMOS 0.35 A TM Traffic Shaper 
The design and implementation of CMOS 0.35 ATM Traffic Shaper was 
outlined in this paper [3]. The main function of this ATS is the collection of low bit 
rate traffics to fill a higher bit rate pipe in order to reduce the cost of ATM based 
services, nowadays mainly influenced by transmission cost. The chip was designed 
with a Top-Down methodology using as HDL, Yerilog. 
The ATS circuit is sort of queue administrator; it stores each cell in a dif r nt 
queue according to its connection identifier. The time interval between two 
consecutive cells from the same queue can be programmed independently for ry 
active connection. 
The chosen shaping mechanism is ba ed on a mcmory-les algorithm: the 
outcoming bit rate for each connection (queue) is calculated in tenn fthc peed that 
can be handled by the link (network connection). 
When V0 in the connection speed, Y1 the link speed, N is the parameter u ed t 
pe ify the connc tion peed. 
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2.4.2 Cell-Space Shaper 
The proposed cell-space shaper l L 6] is mod ·I ·d rs Fl F ' r. Th s rvic 
time depends on the interarrival times or th arri ~l 1 ) ' ss n ,, h ·th sr the 
shaper is empty upon arrival. he icrvi tim ' is 011imiz l rs urming th hap r is 
empty, so that the intcrdepurtun tim :lf' ' ll: 1 n -in th hap r queue, 
heuristics are includ d in the optimizati n, 
11 rri 1 process is known and is 
analytically tractable, a continuous time shaper model is discussed. On the other hand, 
for cases when the cell arrival process is intractable, or only a cell interarrival 
histogram is available, a discrete time version of the shaper model is discussed too. 
The shaper can represented as a queue, as shown below: 
Arrival Buffer .r ~--.,.. ~ 111111111 111 
l· igure 2.2 'oruinuous Times Shaper Model 
This simple traffic shaping model found an optimal shaping param tcr f 
source, based on its statistical characteristics. Using this parameter, cell arrival w r 
delayed, as needed, in order to realise a less bursty source. The reducti n in bur tine 
was characterised by a reduction in the cell interarrival variance of the ourcc. 
2.5 TYPES OF SCHEDULING POLI IE 
2.5.1 Dynamic Scheduling Algorithms 
Scheduling with real-time constraints requires dynamic algorithms to increa e 
utilization and for advanced processing of multiple cla traffic . D narnic cheduling 
Algorithms policy provides a very efficient scheme fl r real time traffic and n n r I 
time tram . 
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2.5 .1.1 Earliest Deadline First (EDF) 
With EDF scheduling, each connection f is nssi m xl 1 t l ly b und dj , 
where the delay bound maybe differ nt f r •u h ' nn 'Ii m. \ n f· l F ·h duler 
selects packets for transmission in in r ·nsin ord r fl \ ·l 't le idlines, where the 
deadlines arc calculaicd ns the sum of fl ri 1 rim packet. 
OF is relatively difficult to implcm eru nd nt ils . i nifi nt r rh d. 
EDF is optimal with r sp ct top L 1 n - ut Locke's experiments have 
shown that the algorithm performs ery poorly in overhead conditions. This is 
because it gives highest priority to packets that are close to missing their deadlines.[6] 
2.5 .1.2 Virtual Clock 
The virtual clock scheduling algorithm assigns each packet a value upon its 
arrival and transmits packets. Let pj stand for the ilh packet of connection j, A(pj) 
stand for the arrival time of the ith packet of connection j, V(pj) denote the value 
assigned to the arrival time of the ilh packet of connection}, and !) denote the length 
of the ith packet of connection j. However, such a scheme has been shown to offer end 
to end delay deadline by effecting a trade-off between bandwidth and buffer spa' . 
The ratio of this trade-off is inflexible, and can not be altered due to the nature of th' 
algorithm.[6] 
2.5.1.3 Dynamically Weighted 
The dynamically weighted priority scheduling algorithm pr vidc mean t 
design a traffic shaper that is priority based but contains a delay ensiti e porti n t 
prevent starvation of data. The dynamically weighted priority scheduling algorithm 
provides a mechanism for imultaneously improving the balance of c 11 lo and 
delay. 
We consider a time dependent "in tantaneous pri rity inde " Fj(t for a jth 
cla s of service (a queue) at a given time It be 
I' ( t) - (IJ 
I - [W1(l)I 
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queue j. In our implementation of thi al rorithm th i riotity in j 
recalculated for every output time 'lot (bn zd on th~ s f th' utb und link). The 
queue with the lowest value of priorit in i x is n 1 :i tim , lot nd i permitted 
\ lu . , l~, an be chosen 
th maller number). For arbitrarily (given that the higher priorit 
example, we can choose the values I and - for BR an VBR classes, respectively. 
The value for W/ is specified in units of 1/100 1h of a microsecond. Note that for B=O 
we have a fixed priority scheduling where Pj(t)=Uj. For a very large B, Pj(t) is 
heavily influenced by the wait time of the cell and the scheduling mechanism behaves 
as a FIFO. This algorithm can be considered a dynamically weighted priority scheme 
where the weights depend on the state of the queues at a given time. [5] 
2.5.1.4 Minimum Laxity Threshold 
The Minimum Laxity Threshold algorithm gives priority to the real time 
traffic when the minimum laxity of a real time cell is less than or equal to a thre hold 
LTH: otherwise priority is given to the non real-time traffic (NRT). The minimum 
laxity is defined as the amount of time until the first deadline of all queued real time 
cells expires.[17] 
2.5.1.5 Queue Length Threshold 
The Queue Length Threshold policy gives priority to the non real time traffi 
(NRT) when the number of queued non real-time cell is above a thre h Id TH; 
otherwise real time traffic (RTT) take priority. [17] 
2.5.2 Static Scheduling Algorithms 
Static Scheduling Algorithms is utilization within one priority class. 
2.5.2. l First In First Out (FIFO) or First ome First erve (F ) 
This mechani 111 represents a cheduling algorithm where cell are pr 
a they am recci d. 'o ensure that tt fair comparis n is made, thi cheduling 
2 
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mechanism was implemented with the same rules for harina buff r as th other 
scheduling schemes analyzed later. However, the pol] . for i 't .rminine which data 
was to be "de-queued" was simply the data that 
Fl • schedulers transmit nil pn k ts in o i "1' of th ir nrival. ince the 
maximum delay in a FlF sch duler i. th snm , all steams 
must have identical delay bound. It i c to impl ement x ith v ry low overhead and 
therefore attractive. f 6] 
2.5.2.2 Static Priority Scheduling (SPS) 
Static priority scheduling, which gives the priority to the delay sensitive class, 
can be regarded as the simplest one. However, in SPS scheme, the traffic is processed 
without flexibility, so ]ow priority class (loss sensitive traffic) will be sacrificed 
relatively. Owing to these defects, the SPS scheme hardly satisfy RTT and NRT 
spontaneously. 
Static priority scheduling is popular for traffic scheduling in ATM witches 
because it is less costly than dynamic priority scheduling while being sensitive t th' 
delay constraints of connections. 
In a Static Priority scheduler, each stream i e N i assigned a priorit p 
with 15 p 5 P , where a lower priority index indicates a higher priorit . All 
connection with priority p have the same delay bound dp, with d,, < d,,, if p < q. P 
maintains one FIFO queue for each priority level, always selecting the first pa k t in 
the highest priority FlFO queue for transmi sion. Thi ffer a ch ice of differ nt 
deadlines and is implementable with very low overhead. owevcr, lower prioritie 
may experience strict in order to avoid uch a scenario. This can result in lov 
utilization of the network. [6] 
2.5.2.3 Round Robin (RR) 
Th round robin cheduling algorithm treat each queue with equal pri ri . 
The "fairness' of the round rot. in .chcmc occurs when data is t 'de-queu d' fr m 
the traffic shaper and sent on the outbound -3 link. If data exists in m r than one 
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queue, then each queue will be serviced in order with n qu I , hnr of th outgoing 
bandwidth. If data exists in only one queue, then that qu 'U ' ill l 1l I· to tran smit 
data at the rate of the outbound Jink (minus an pro· ssm traffic hap r). 
[18] 
2.5.2.4 Packet-by-packet Gen ralized Proces snr luring P ) 
Packet-by-packet eneraliz d Pro .. or h rin P P ) i an approximation 
of Generalized Processor Sharing (GP ), whi h work a follov s. When choosing a 
packet to send, POPS sends the packet that would be the next packet to finish its 
transmission if GPS were being used and no new packets arrive. 
PGPS must timestamp every new message and maintain a sorted queue of the 
message at the output link. Thus, the run time overhead of PGPS is significantly 
higher than that for FCFS or RR. In the study (18], an idealized implementation of 
PGPS with no run time overhead is considered. Thus, the performance of the PGPS 
scheduler acts as a benchmark for comparing the performance of FCFS and RR. ( 18] 
2.6 EXAMPLES OF SCHEDULING POLICIES 
2. 6. 1 Algorithms on Dynamic Priority Scheduling for Heterogeneous 
Traffic in A TM 
I n this paper [17], Double Minimum Laxity Threshold, Double ucuc Length 
Threshold and Hysteresis Queue Length Threshold algorithms arc propo cd a 
Dynamic Priority Scheduling techniques for advanced processing of multiple cla 
traffics. According to the simulation results, it can e shown that the pr 
algorithms enhance the processing performance versus conventional algorithm for 2 
or more classes delay sensitive traffics and for 2 or more classes of non r al tim 
traffics. 
2.6.1. I Double Minimum Laxity Threshold 
he Double Laxit Thresh Id algorithm pr p sed in thi pap r i th 
mechanism which divide the RTT int two classc ; real time traffic 1 (R 1 and r t 
time tram· 2 R'I T2) according to the delay sensitivity of traffic . he priori 
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assigned to the traffic according to the selecti c judgcm nu from twc comparison 
results between the laxity of RTT L and the laxit thrcshol 1 t l.Tll l th l xity of 
RTT52 and the laxity threshold 2 (LT 2) resp 'ti 1 .. 11 1 , th 
two laxity threshold i that there arc two kinds of I r in l't\ t t 
1 .. 11~1 
RTTt ... 
.,..._.. LTH2 
NXT .SFJl'YBll 
Figure 2.3 Minimum Laxity Threshold 
2.6.1.2 Double Queue Length Threshold 
For Double Queue Length Threshold algorithm proposed in this paper, under 
the hypothesis that different delay sensitivities of traffic Classes according to th' 
characteristics of services in non real-time traffic (NRT) be distinguishable, ar s t 
queue threshold value QTH 1 and QTH 2 corresponding to the two classes or non real 
time traffic l(NRT 1) and non real time traffic 2 (NRT 2) respectively. Here, . in 
there are two kinds of traffic class in AAL, two queue threshold values are n cded. 
Under this Double Queue Length Threshold policy, the priority is liven to the queu 
of which number of cell is larger than each threshold value QTH 1 and QTH 2. 
2.6.1.3 Hysteresis effect Queue Length Threshold 
The proposed Hysteresis Queue Length Threshold algorithm decides the 
service priority according to the old state value of buffer. Under the Hysteresis Qu u 
Length Threshold policy, RTT is served until the number of non real time cell is equal 
to the threshold upperlimit. And non real-time traffic (NRT i s r d when th 
number of non real time cell is more than threshold upperlimit until non real time 
cell arc decreased to the point of the threshold lowerlirnit. 
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2.6.2 Time Dependent Priority Scheduling 
A Time-Dependent Priority (IDP) ichcmc i. f rot ls i in this r aper l l- and 
its schedulability conditions and implementation m 1b 1 r s m 'J. 
This Time- cpendcru Priorit s h cm 
discipline which separates priority groups 10 th 
discipline that does not separate them at 11 Fl 
th' , { trum from that 
, ibl 'tent (SP) to the 
Jn the scheme, a packet from connection i is gi en a priority index Pj upon 
arrival. At any time I after arrival and before service, the priority index of the packet 
is given by 
PJ - (t - arrival time) * BJ where BJ is the rate of decrease of priority index. 
No preemption is allowed and whenever the service facility (link) is free, the packet 
with the lowest priority index is chosen for the transmission. Whenever a tie for 
highest priority (lowest priority index) occurs the tie is broken by servicing packets 
with a higher rate of increase of priority first, and in case we still have a tie, the tie i 
broken by the FCFS rule. 
The schedulability condition is free of input traffic model can be u ed. Furth r, 
the algorithm is capable of achieving up to maximum efficiency possible nt a h 
switch. 
An implementation of complexity is proposed in this paper. The comple rity is 
independent of the number of streams admitted. If the number of switch queu 
limited, the number of packets scheduling per second is large and the link can be 
potentially fully utilized. With this switch implementation, the prop scd queu s are 
easily realizable. 
2. 6.3 Traffic-Controlled Rate~Monotonic Priority Scheduling of A TM Cells 
ln this paper ll9J , an ATM cell multiplexer called the Traffic-Controlled 
Rate-Monotonic P iorit Sch xluling (T RM are pr 
guaranteed real-time communication on ATM network . 
ed to reali performance 
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The Traffic-Controlled Rate-Monotonic Priorit S .hc [ulinu l r RM) ha the 
following function: 
(i) provides bounded end-to- ind d •t 1 s whi .h lt ' -ss nti il for r al-time 
communication 
(ii) is simple enough to operate in high-sp e 1 r\ Mn ~1' 'Ork 
Jn the proposed schcm , th I ak bu k t m l i given as the input traffic 
description. Besides, this scheme also requires User Network Interface (UNI) and 
each A TM switch along the path to cooperate in order to provide real-time 
communication services. To ensure that requested channel i gets its service rate at 
every switch along the path, the switch needs to enforce a special cell scheduling 
policy. 
2. 7 PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE APPROACH 
Several programming approaches can be taken as approach to the development 
of the ATM Network simulator. Therefore, it is a need to consider many advanta es 
and disadvantages of several programming approaches. Herc, procedural 
programming and object-oriented programming are both discussed. 
2. 7.1 Procedural Programming 
J n the early days of computing, programming was an extremely procedural 
approach. The procedural approach makes use of procedural languages, in which 
program codes were placed into blocks that are referred to as proc dures or fun lion. . 
With the use of procedural languages, tasks were broken down into separate blocks, in 
which separate blocks would perform separate tasks. 
Procedure programming specifies an exact sequence or order of operation. 
1 hat is, procedural program is written as a list of instructions, telling the computer, 
top-by-step, what to do: pen a file, read a number, multiply by 4, di pla m thing 
Program logic in procedural pro ,ramming determines the next step t c ccute and this 
logi · determination is made in response to conditions and user action. A function or 
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procedure is a relatively simple program that is called b oth er l rogrnms nd returns a 
value to the program that called it. The code can be put int t l<. '"-: • ill l proc dur 
or functions. The goal of each of these bto iks ' as to • ·t lik.' l t I 1 .k box which 
completed one task or another. Most traditional 'otnp\t lunuuau s lik i Pa cal, C 
and F RTRAN are procedural, 
Procedural programming i fin for m 11 pr j ts. It i th most natural way 
to tell a computer what to do, and th mput r pr r' own language, machine 
code, is procedural, so the translation of the procedural high-level language into 
machine code is straightforward and efficient. What is more, procedural programming 
has a built-in way of splitting big lists of instructions into smaller lists: the functions 
[MONET]. 
But even in the case of a more complex logical flow, the main idea remains 
the same: a certain set of instructions is followed through from beginning to end, each 
step building upon and tied to every previous step. Procedural programming language 
is a powerful for solving particular problem. However, it is suitable for small and 
simple program only. When program become more complex, it will make the program 
source code harder to read and understand. 
It was believed that functions could always be written without modifyin t 
external data. Essentially, this meant that building functions would be akin to buildin 1 
black boxes, which could be left to stand alone once completed and tested. 
However, realisticaJly, it was found to be difficult to construct functions in 
such a way that they do not modify data out ide their boundary. r quently, the 
restriction of not being able to change external data would turn out to be t 
constraining. Therefore, functions began to change data outside of their c pe, ti r 
example with the use of pointers. This resulted in the problem of coupling, which in 
itself result in increa sing difficulty to test. The presence of coupling meant that when 
each method cannot just be tested individually, fi r it must be made ure that th 
method did not corrupt ext irnal data. ltirnately, it meant that each black b x ne d 
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to be tested with all its black boxes in place. If an bin k l ) · " 
parent black box would have to be re-tested. 
Such complicated te ting rob I nus m mt thn: fo in T' isin ,ly omplex and 
large programs, 1.he difficulty in tostin unm nag ab\ . 
2. 7.2 Object-oriented Programming 
Object-oriented programmmg (OOP) different from procedural 
programming language in several ways. Everything in OOP is grouped as object. 
Every object communicates with each other by sending message. Objects are the 
central idea behind OOP. A method is similar to a procedure. The basic idea behind 
an object is that of simulation. Most programs are written with very little reference to 
the real world objects the program is designed to work with; in object-oriented 
methodology, a program should be written to simulate the states and activities of real 
world objects. This means that apart from looking at data structures when modeling 
an object, we must also look at methods associated with that object, in other word 
functions that modify the objects attributes. 
Object-oriented programming (OOP) has its key component tcchnolo ii s 
inheritance and polymorphism. Inheritance is a form of software rcusability in which 
new classes are created from existing classes by absorbing their attribute and 
behaviors and embellishing these with capabilities the new cla ses re. uir . 
Polymorphism is a character of assigning different meanings to a. particular symbol or 
object, depending upon the context in which it is used. his allows objects t a t 
differently within different situations, it enable the flexibility of a program design. 
Encapsulation concept is also one of the features of OOP, it i the inclu i n 
within a object of all the resources need for the object to function - basically, the data 
items and the methods. Methods arc respon iiblc for manipulating the data in rd rt 
reflect its behaviour . The public interface defines how to use thi object. th r 
objects adhere to these interface· to use the object without having to c ncem d 
with how the object accompli ihes it. The idea is "don't tell me how y u d it just do 
it,,' 
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The following describe some advantage of bj r-ori nt d programming 
language. 
• Simplicity: oftware objects mod 1 r '11 \l 01 ld )l j 'IS, s th ompl city is 
reduced and the program stru turo L 
• Modularity: each object form. n . 
decoupled from other part of th 
• Modifiability: it is easy to mak minor chang s in the data representation or 
int mat workings are 
the procedures in an 00 program. Changes inside a class do not affect any 
other part of a program, since the only public interface that the external world 
has to a class is through the use of methods. 
• Extensibility: adding new features or responding to changing operating 
environments can be solved by introducing a few new objects and modifying 
some existing ones. 
• Maintainability: objects can be maintained separately, making locating and 
fixing problems easier. 
• Reusability: objects can be reused in different programs 1231. Programming 
Language. 
2.7.2.1 Java Programming 
Java is just a small, simple, safe, object-oriented, interpreted or dynamically 
optimized, byte-coded, architecture-neutral, garbage-collected, multithrcaded 
programming language with a strongly typed exception-handling mechanism f r 
writing distributed, dynamically extensible programs. Java is developed by un 
Microsystems in California. rt is a powerful programming language built to be secure, 
cross-platform and international (20). 
Java is an object-oriented programming language especially designed for use 
in Internet environment. Java can be used to create complete application that ma. run 
on a single computer or be distributed among servers and clients in a network. It can 
al. o be u cd to build applets for u 'c as part of a Web page. 
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As in a modern software development Ja n is )lj t-l ri nt i ft m th gr und 
becoming realized as more organiz ti 
client-server model. 
ti n to the distributed 
An important characteristic that distinguishes objects from ordinary 
procedures or functions is that an object can ha e a lifetime greater than that of the 
object that created it. This aspect of objects is subtle and mostly overlooked. In the 
distributed client-server world, it is possible to have potential for objects to be created 
in one place, passed around networks, and stored elsewhere, possibly in databases, to 
be retrieved for future work. [21] 
The major advantages of Java are: 
• Simple-Java is simple for building a system that could be programmed ca il 
without a lot of esoteric training and which leveraged today's standard 
practice. 
• Object-oriented - Object-oriented facilities of Java arc essentially tho c of 
C++, with extensions from Objective C for more dynamic method re elution. 
• Network-Savvy - Java has an extensive library of routines for coping e sily 
with TCP/fP protocols like HTTP and FTP. This makes creating network 
connections much easier than in C or C++. 
• Robust - Java objects can contain no references to data external or other 
known objects. This ensures that an in truction cannot contain the address of 
data storage in another application or in the operating system its If, eith r of 
which would cause the program and the operating system itself to terminate or 
"era h''. arbage collection is an ther powerful feature that makes n hanc 
for a Java program to corrupt the memory via a dangling pointer. Th Ja a 
virtual machine make' a number of check on each object to ensur int grity. 
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• Secure - Java's run-time system performs checkin 
transmitted over a network have not been tam 
by the Java compiler is checked for validit 
from performing unauthorised actions. 
n ure that programs 
produced 
pr nted 
• Architecture neutral- Nctw rk 
variety of CPU and operating 
om 
t m 
' ri ty f sy terns with a 
hit tu: . To enable a Java 
application to execute anywher on th n n' rk, th compiler generates an 
architecture-neutral object file format - the compiled code is executable on 
many processors, given the presence of the Ja a runtime system. 
• Portable - Java program is compiled into bytecode instead of bitcode. This 
feature make Java can be run anywhere in a network on a server or client. 
• Interpreted - Java bytecodes are translated on the fly to native machine 
instructions (interpreted) and not stored anywhere. Since linking is a more 
incremental and lightweight process, the development process can be much 
more rapid and exploratory. 
• High performance - In addition to being executed at the client rather than the 
server, a Java applet has other characteristics designed to speed up th 
execution. 
• Multithread - Java has built-in support for multitasking. A Java program may 
create any number of threads, which appear to execute in parallel. 
• Dynamic - Java is a more dynamic language than C or C +. It was designed 
to adapt to an evolving environment [24][25]. 
2.7.2.2 C++ Programming 
C++, an extension of C, was developed by Bjarne Stroustrup in the early 
1980s at Bell Laboratories. C++ provides a number of features that "spruce up ' the 
language, but more importantly, it provides capabilities for obj t-ori nt id 
programming. C++ is a hybrid language - it is possible to program in C++ in eith r 
-like style or both. 
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The C++ language facilities structured and di ciplincd appr l h t .omputer 
program design. C++ programs consi 't of pi~ ' nll i ·/ 1, • , • , ind fun tion. 
program. 
But most C++ programmers take advanta 1 ' of th ' ti h ')11 • ti )tt f ·i ting classes 
and functions in the + standard librat . 
C++ programs typically go through six pha 
preprocess, compile, link, load, and · ut . (2-] 
Editor! 14•---...i"'E Disk J 
Preprocessor ,.1------"'E Disk J 
Compiler ,.t-----.i{ Disk J 
Linker I" "'E Disk j 
Primary Memory 
Loader 
Primary Memory 
I CPU , _ ~ 1~ ~ 
xecuted. These are: edit, 
Program is created in the 
editor and stored on disk. 
Preprocessor program 
processes the code. 
Compiler creates object 
code and stores on disk. 
Linker links the object 
code with the libraric , 
create a.out and store it on 
disk 
Loader puts program in mcm ry 
CPU takes each 
instruction and executes it, 
possibly storing new data 
values as the program 
executes 
Figur' 2 . ./A 1' pi .at C I 1 Environment 
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2.7.2.3 Java Programming Tools 
There are many types of Java pro iramrnin 1 l ils 1 1il 111 in m irk t. ne can 
develop Java programming using pur Java K ' 'th nt th . u1 p rting of integrated 
development environment (l E), or ju. I . "Is tools lik ~ i r • ft J+ , Borland 
JBuilder, or Symantec Visual afc. 
2.8 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter has three main sections. First section introduces and analyzes on 
existing simulators. The second section discuss on A TM traffic management, services 
categories, Quality of Service parameters, types of traffic shaping, examples of traffic 
shaper, types of scheduling policies, examples of scheduling, several simulation 
models and other factors to be considered in designing an A TM network simulator 
emphasizing on congestion control in buffer management of switches. The final 
section explained the differences between procedural approach and object-oriented 
approach. Beside, it also included a brief description about two types of object- 
oriented approach programming languages (Java and C++). 
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CHAPTER 3: JA V ASIM AND PRIORI HEDULING 
ALGORITHMS OVER I 
3.1 JA VAS'll\1 
Javasim is an A TM simulator t ol th t ri s th \L r n int ractive modeling 
environment with a graphic I u er interfa . With 1hL t l the user may create 
different network topologies, control ompon nt paramet rs, measure network 
activity, and Jog data from simulation run . 
The JavaSim object is the main object of the simulator. It keeps a list of all the 
network components (all are descendents of SimComponent), and a list (a queue) of 
all events (in the form of SimEvent). Every component contains a set of parameters 
(all inherit SimParameter). All other classes are mostly helpers that provide certain 
services such as time service, logging, meter display, etc. 
All classes within the dotted rectangle belong to the simulation engine and 
should not be changed by component developers. Each of these object, will be 
discussed in detail in the folJowing section. [26] 
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SimPanel I SimProvider 
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... , SimMeter 
SimParamlnt 
SimParamDouble 
SimParamBool 
SimParamNSAP 
SimParamRTable 
inherits 
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inherits SimParameter 
Figure 3. J Hierarchy of all the ignificant objects in the Java Network Simulator 
GenericATMSwitch GenericLink 
GenericBTE CBRApp 
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3.1.1 Simulation Engine 
The engine is the main building block of th simul uor. Th 't ' 1 ' Iiff rent 
objects of engine such as Java im irn lo k Siml] ut , im 'ml n mt and 
SimParamctcr.[26] 
Object 
.------------..,.---------- -- --------~ 
M il.im· Function, 1---------- - The main obj t that ont in rything in the simulator 
- Provide all 1Ul function. 1 g ther with SimPanel) 
- Provid the main JFrame for the application (closing it 
will exit) 
- Provide the event manager to handle event-passing among 
all components 
- There will be only one instance of the JavaSim object 
throughout the simulation. 
JavaSim 
SimClock - Provides a set of time translation functions (all static) for 
normal translation between tick and actual time 
(microseconds, seconds etc.). 
Sim Event - Every SimComponent communicates with each other by 
enqueumg SimEvent for the target component. For 
example, when component A wants to send a packet to 
component B, component A creates a Sim .vcnt that 
specifies B as its destination, and enqueue the event. 
- The SimEvent object also contains a time so that this vent 
is fired at exactly the specified time. Component B will 
then be able to react to the event accordingly. 
SimComponent - A new component should extends SimComponcnt and 
override its vanous methods in order to provide 
meaningful operations for the component. 
- The SimComponent class itself should not be instantiated 
(although this is possible) because it only provide the 
skeleton for an actual component. 
Sim Parameter - very SimComponent can have internal parameters (not 
shown/accessible by users) or external parameters 
(shown/accessible by users). All external parameters 
MUST inherit SimParameter. By extending SimParameter, 
one obtains parameter logging and meter display features 
automatically. 
- Various type of parameters can be create by extend 
imParameter accordingly. 
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3.1.2 Simulation Component 
The component is the basic building blo ·k of th 
objects of components such as switches, ph si cal links t .nuin 11 .quipm nt, and A TM 
applications.[1 'I] 
Object 
Switch 
Link 
Broadband Terminal 
Equipment (B-TE) 
M njor Fun tions 
- Th swit h L th omp n "Ht th or routes cells 
over sc cral irtual hmm t link . 
- When a. switch a pt an in oming cell from a Physical 
Link it took in it routing table to determine which 
outgoing link should send it. If the outgoing link is busy, 
the switch will queue the cells destined for that link and 
not send them until free cell slots are available for 
transmission. 
- This component simulates the physical medium (copper 
wire or optical fiber) on which cells are transmitted. 
- The B-TE component simulates a Broadband ISDN node, 
e.g., a host computer, workstation, etc. 
- A B-TE component has one or more ATM Applications 
on one side and a physical link on the other side. Cells 
received from the Application side are forwarded to the 
physical link; if the link is busy the cells go into a queue. 
Application - The A TM Applications are logical entities that run on - 
TE (hosts). 
- This is a component to emulate the behavior of an A TM 
application at the end-point of a link. 
- The Applications may be considered as traffic generator 
that are capable of emulating variable (VBR) or constant 
bit rate traffic (CSR) sources. 
- For variable bit rate applications the user ct the bur t 
length, and interval between bursts. 
- For lower priority traffic, the user may create an available 
bit rate (ABR) application. 
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3.2 PRIORITY SCHEDULING ALGORJTHM 
A priority scheduling algorithm is u cd to d t irmin .d "hi .h .onn ti n are 
served first. The main design objcctiv for th' s h fol r is 1 ' m iiut tin f irn s. Th 
scheduler allocates resources to the virtue 1 hmm 1 ( qu u ) 1 rdina to th ir priority 
class. The scheduler mu t serve ever Virtu l h mPL f th ame priority 
class with equal probability. V s of hi ihcr priority 1 . rv d before those of 
the lower priority classes. 
For most of the priority scheduler examples, the performance measures are 
cell delay, queue length and cell loss ratio (CLR) .The scheduler algorithms strongly 
influence the cell delay which is most important for delay sensitive services. 
The scheduling algorithm is the component that determines which queue is 
given the opportunity to transmit a cell that is stored in the buffer. The ideal algorithm 
would have properties of efficiency and fairness. The aspect of efficiency can be easily 
measured. However, fairness, is not so easily understood. In a system where each 
class of service has different requirements for acceptable latency and for cell los that 
can be tolerated, determining which metrics to use for fairness is a bit more 
subjective. In our attempt to provide fairness, we consider a class of scrvi c to b 
treated fairly if it continues to be serviced and its requirements for cell delay and ell 
loss are fulfilled. Some of the simplest scheduling algorit ms arc first-in-fir t-out 
(FIFO), round robin (RR), and a "fixed priorities" scheme where a queue with higher 
priority is always served before a queue with a lower priority. [5] 
One algorithm (Hysteresis effect Queue Length Threshold) is proposed for 
scheduling the A TM traffic within the different priority class and two algorithm 
(Round Robin and Select Largest Queu~) are proposed for scheduling the ATM traffic 
within the same priority class. 
3.2.1 Hysteresis effect Queue Length Threshold (HQL T) 
Hysteresis effect Queue Length Threshold algorithm is proposed a D namic 
Priority Scheduling techniques for advanced processing of multipl clas traffics. 
H LT algorithm decides the service priority according to the old state alue of buffer. 
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Under the HQLT policy, Real Time Traffics ( R and rt- BR) is , erv wh n the 
total number of Non Real Time Traffic (NRT) cell isl 'S' th 'tl to th th shold low r 
limit. And NRT queue is served when the numb 'r of NP r ' lls ism 'th n thr hold 
upper limit until NRT cells are decrees d to th point of th' th '. h ild low r limit. 
HQL T algorithm is aim to ms k . n urput trunk b m more stable and 
upgrade the QoS with upper limit QTH_ - ngth Thr shold for Upper 
Limit) and lower limit threshold (QTH_L- u u L ngth Threshold for Upper 
Limit). [17] 
3.2.2 Round Robin 
Round Robin algorithm is one of the algorithms that proposed for scheduling 
the A TM traffic within the same priority class in this project. 
The Round Robin (RR) scheduling algorithm treats all connections equally. 
The job sequencing by the scheduler is as follow: 
• Every connection is assigned a queue Q;, and the queues are served in 
round robin fashion. Thus after a serving Q;, the server moves to erv 
queue QH1. Every time that a queue is selected, the server transmits 
one cell from the queue (if the queue is not empty) before rnovin • to 
next queue. For example, after transmitting some cells from the sc ond 
queue in class p=4, the scheduler will start checking the third qucu 
next time it return to category p=4. Thus, each connection gets 
guaranteed minimum service rate of 1/N, where N is the number of 
connections.[18) 
In contrast with FCFS, RR is not biased against short messages and provide a 
certain isolation for each connection. [n addition, RR re ultcd in a smaller a erage 
delay as compared to FCFS. RR can be implemented with low run time overheads, 
although it has higher complexity than required for FCFS. 
3.2.3 Select Largest Queue 
Select largest queue algorithm is other algorithm that proposed for scheduling 
the ATM traffic within the same priority class in this project. 
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First, a search for a non-empty queue of highc. t priority .lass i x ut d. lf 
all queues in highest priority class are empty, then th' 1u .uc for th' l w ·r priority 
class is examined. Generally, only if all qu u 'S in l riority .luss T 1r 1 ro, th queu 
of the next lower priority class (p-1 l) is r amine l. In .nsc 111 th 1u 'U' ar mpty, in 
the next time slot the search starts again nt firs: lll u )!'hi ih . t pri rity cla 
ff at same priority class there cxis t a non- "mp qu u , th n the largest queue 
in the priority class will be allowed to nd 11 t it d stination. After that a new 
search for non-empty queue will always start with the table of highest priority class in 
order to guarantee that high priority cells are scheduled and transmitted before the 
others.[7] 
3.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
First section of this chapter discusses the two important part of Javasim A TM 
Simulator: Simulator Engine and Simulator Components. The second section 
discusses proposed priority scheduling algorithms to schedule the outgoing cells at the 
output port of a switch for different class of service and same clas of service. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANAL YSI 
4.1 PROGRAMMING TECHNJQUE ANO l,ANG\JA( 11: II ll 'Ii, 
4.1.1 Object-oriented Programming Techniqu 
Object-oriented Programming ( P) is th' tc hni u h en for project 
development. It is because OOP provid a in programming with a lot 
of benefits compare to procedural programming te hnique . The advantages of object- 
oriented programming language include simplicity, modularity, modifiability, 
extensibility, maintainability, and reusability, 
4.1.2 The Java Programming Language 
As an object-oriented language, Java draws on the best concepts and features 
of previous object-oriented languages, primarily Eiffel, SmallTalk, Objective C, and 
C++. Java goes beyond C++ in both extending the object model and removing the 
major complexities such as pointer-referencing problem of C++. With the exception 
of its primitive data types, everything in Java is an object, and even the primitive 
types can be encapsulated within objects if the need arises. Besides, only Java 
supports for multithreading, platform and browser independent, and is object-oriented. 
Jn Java, only single inheritance is supported but multiple implementations of 
interface class is allowed [20]. Security and safety are main features of Ja a 
programming language. Its execution semantics guarantees that every run-time error 
is detected and reflected in a throw exception. Java eliminated the use of pointer of 
C++ and replaced it with references, which prevents program from accessing illegal 
areas of the system's memory. Besides, Java also supports dynamically run time 
method identification. Libraries of Java is supported through the use of packages and 
allow complicate programs to be build but the overhead of keeping track of all 
libraries is reduced. 
Concurrency i very important in a simulation model as there might b many 
objects doing their own proces at the same time. It is imp ssible to let them e ecute 
in a sequential methods, as this could not be appropriate as compared to real tim 
simulation result. Mo 't of the programming languages do not enable programmers to 
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specify concurrent activities, rather they provide onl . implc s 't of , ntrol stru tures 
where one action is performed after one another 1-11. In J 1 · 1, i ro ' imrn r 
that application contains threads of e ' cution an j th pr' l un may .ecute 
concurrently with other threads. These pov crful ll 1l iliti s 1 i n )t rvailabl in C and 
C++. Instead, in C and -1 +they hav sin )1 -thr nd :l Inn m g , . 
4.2 DEVELOPMENT TOOLS 
After reviewing and analysis the requirement needed for the system, possible 
development tools are analyzed. Then the most suitable tools are decided. The 
development includes platform, development environment software and the 
programming language tools. The interoperability among the tools is considered when 
these tools are picked. Followings are brief explanation of the selected tools. 
4.2.1 Window 98 
Window 98 is used as the operating system for the whole system. It is known 
to be more users friendly and stable than other server based operating system. All the 
other developing tools will be running on this operating system. 
4.2.2 Borland Jbuilder 
This section describes about Borland JBuilder as the selected tool f r 
development. 
JBuilder is a group of highly productive tools for creating high-performance, 
platform-independent applications for Java. It is designed for all le el f 
development of projects, ranging from applets and applications that require networked 
database connectivity to client/server and enterprise-wide, distributed, mutli-tier 
computing solution. 
The JBuilder TD supports a variety of technologies including: 
• I 00% Pure Java. 
• Javalieans. 
• Java 2. 
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• Java SDK 1.2.2. 
• JFC/Swing. 
The additional technologies supported b Jfluild r Pt lf'.'St mal fiti n r : 
• Servlcts. 
• Remote Method Invoc tion (RMl). 
• Java Database onnecti it (JDB ). 
• Open Database Connectivity (ODBC). 
• All major corporate database servers. 
The additional technologies supported by JBuilder Enterprise are: 
• Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). 
• JavaServer Pages (JSP). 
• Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA). 
JBuilder also provides developers with a flexible, open architecture that make 
it easy to incorporate new SDKs, third-party tools, add-ins, and JavaBean component 
[27]. 
4.3 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 
4.3.1 Functional Requirements 
This traffic shaping simulation is aim to provided user interface environment 
to make the simulation model become more attractive. Therefore, the functional 
requirement of this system must be more users friendly. 
4.3.1.1 Topology Design System 
The simulation system will provide a desktop to let user design the topology 
of a traffic shaping simulation. 
4.3.1.2 User Input ystem 
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Before the simulation started, user would gi c a han ' to nt r Jr ~ I ct ome 
values. For example, user can choose one of the sch cdulin r poli .ies provid • lect 
the different type of service classes and initial th' ~ll u 'S si1. '. 
4.3J .3 Generate Output 
The simulation system will g n mt th output trnffi . A graphic user 
interface design will use to show how the simulation pr 
4.3.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
In order to produce the quality of system, certain software quality factors must 
be conform. Therefore, the proposed simulation for the A TM simulator will follow 
these non-functional requirements: 
4.3.2.1 Flexibility 
The system must be able to incorporate new technologies in the future and in 
fast changing environment. These technologies includes: 
• Object oriented technology 
• Advance security technology 
4.3.2.2 Usability 
The system must be user friendly. User must be able to use the system in the 
shortest learning curve. They can be customizes to meet the need of changing 
business rule and process. Interfaces must be self explainary and consistent with other 
application in the environment. 
4.3.2.3 Correctness 
The final application must meet the objective, specification and requirement of 
the users. 
4.3.2.4 Scalability 
This system must be capable of migrate or move from machine with different 
specification, with minimum or no changes to the underlying component. It must be 
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able to meet this requirement as the basic structure of hard' r and oftware 
environment is changing constantly. 
4.3.2.5 Reusability 
This components and different part of thi: s s1 nn mu. t b apable to reuse. 
Components and parts arc required to b s If in in rd r t archive reusability. 
This requirement is important as to support futur r d ign r e .pansion of current 
system. 
4.3.2.6 Portability 
This requirement will enable the appJication to work on various platform, 
hardware and operating system. Components are designed to ensure migration of 
component does not or onJy require minimum modification, recompiling, 
reconfiguration or redesign. 
4.3.2. 7 Maintainability 
The application is designed so that the effort required to maintain, locate and 
fix an error in the program is minimum. 
4.3.2.8 Manageability 
Application should be capable of being manage and operate easily. 
4.4 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
This chapter discusses the programming language and development tool 
chosen to create the network simulator components. Beside that, brief description 
about functionality requirements, non-functionality requirements and development 
tools for simulation is also available. 
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CHAPTER 5: DESIGN OF A TM NE RK 
SIMULATION 
5.1 THE SIMULATION MODEL 
5. 1. 1 Overview 
Mainly the design of the A TM Netw rk imulation is base on the Javasim 
ATM Simulator. The important feature of this simulator design is the use of inter- 
object communication for the execution of the simulation logic, i.e. innovation of 
methods exported by each object instead of message passing. The combination of 
distributed object programming architectures of Java allows user to transform the tool 
to a distributed simulator, by spreading the computational object across other program. 
The simulator is extensible to a built another simulator as its components can be 
easily communicate with other external components. 
5. 1. 2 Output Ports of Switch 
Congestion could happen at the output port if the switch's switching rate i too 
high compare to the link connected at the output port. Also, when there arc too many 
application sending data to the same target destination. Meaning that, the queues of 
output ports at the switch is highly demanded and needs to transfer out the cells in a 
high rate. But unfortunately it is difficult to send out the cells to the link, as the link 
rate is slower. 
Therefore, the priority scheduling algorithms are introduced to manage the 
output ports traffic. The priority scheduling algorithms will be implement at 
demultiplex part and schedule output cells part 
5.1.3 Multithreading 
Multithreading could be one of the most interesting and important feature of 
this model. Every component classes in this simulation act as a single thread and the 
are executed concurrently during run time process. A general clock is used to control 
the generation or ne t tick for each process to execute. This happens when not e er 
process could complete their execution at the same time with other proces . Therefore 
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they are designed to run concurrently and at the ame time waiting for each other 
during execution time. 
5.2 QUEUE ARCHITECTURE DE lGN 
The queue architecture determined the qu euinn m )d 1 u: d in thi imulation 
and priority scheduling algorithms used ford multit l exing nd s h duling cell at 
output port. 
The algorithms use includes HQLT, Static Priority and Select Largest Queue. 
5.2.1 Output Port Queuing Model 
Output Port 
Demultipelx 
Schedule 
output cells 
.... looks in routing 
table to 
determine 
where the cell 
going to. 
/ ~"~"' cr;;~;1;;Q~::~:~_·.·.·.·.-l·.·.·.·l-.·~-t ... _i;,_:~_'_i·~-~ 
I Queue AJ)R() ' 
: . 
Receive cells SWITCH 
Link 
r r···-·.:·.·.·.:·.·.·.:·.:·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.:·.·.·.·_; r·.·.:·.·············································1 ] 
.................................. ,... i VDRQ ' I Output j I 
................................. 1··· ;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: l ?.~.~-~-~......... I 
Pul cell _. 1.. 1 ABRO I i 
into link l 1::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1 ..I 
looks in routing 
table to 
determine 
where the cell 
going to. 
Rccci cells 
~ .' : ' 
Schedule 
output cells Demultipelx 
Output Port 
Figur ~ 5.1 Swlt oft Archite .ture With Output Port Qu uing Mod I 
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Switch is the component that switches or route ~11 ov r . ev ml virtual 
channel links. A local routing table is provided for 'a ·h S\: it .h. l'his t rbl contain a 
route number (that is read from incoming cell stru 'tur' mi is th' xmiv 1 nt of the 
cell's virtual channel identifier), a next link ~ntr 
From Figure 5.1, output port is n of the mp nents f witch. Since 
switch is model as a thread, the processes of an output p rts ar ontrolled under a 
switch. A switch can have several output port atta h d to s veral links. Here, output 
port is built as a component where the switch can ha e as many output port as it wish 
(depend to the connection between switch and link). 
First of all, let's consider a cell arriving at the switch from a physical link. At 
the next switching slot time, after some delay, the switch looks in its local routing 
table to determine which outgoing link it should redirect the cell to. At this point, if 
the link has an empty slot available, the switch puts the cell on the link. If a link slot is 
not available, the cell will be demultiplex (for awaits transmission) into one of the 
priority queues, either the CBR/VBR queue or the ABR queue, depending on the type 
of service provided by this virtual channel. Cells in the CBR/VBR queue have priority 
over ce11s in the ABR queue, i.e., it is onJy when the CBR/VBR queue is empty that 
the ABR traffic is sent to link at schedule output port. 
If either queue exceeds a High Threshold value set by the user, a congestion 
flag for that port is set to True. The two queues must be below a Low Threshold value 
for the congestion flag to be reset to False. The Output Queue Size determine the 
available buffer space for each type of queue (CBR/VBR or ABR). If any queue 
exceeds the set limit, cells are dropped and this is recorded as a percentage of the total 
number of cells received by the switch. Also, there is a per port cell drop parameter 
recorded for each queue. 
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5.2.2 Priority Scheduling At Output Port 
Priority scheduling can be implement by th' us' of ''11 d .multipl . ·ing and 
output cell scheduling as shown in Figure . 
utput Port 
Demultipelxing hedul Output ell 
r···································································································· ~ I (Priority Queue) : 
' I Output VBRQ(Rffi t• 
! Queue 
~.! . ······························································-····-··--···----·······················= 
Put cell 
into link 
ABRQ(NRTI 
(a) Within Different Priority Classes 
OR 
r·····································(Pri;~;·~; .. 6·~·~~·~)····················································y 
I Ji'/ 
i "!"·• 
I ~~~~t 
j 
! 
t . 
3 vcq for 
CBR/VBR 
service (RTT) 
Pul cell 
into link 
I 
..................... - --~ 
3 vcq for ABR 
service (NRT) 
(b) Within Same Priority lass 
F igure5.2 Methods of Cell Demultiplexing At Output Port 
5.2.2.1 Demultiplexing 
There are two methods use to demultiplex the cell into different queues: 
};;>- Demultiplex into two queues only, that are ABRQ for Non Real Time Traffic 
service category (ABR (Available bit Rate)) and VBRQ for Real Time Traffic 
service category - (VBR (Variable Bit Rate) or CBR(Constant Bit Rate)). 
or 
).- Demultiplex into 3 V Q (Virtual Channel Queue) for each type of ervic , 
(ABR and VBR/ BR services). 
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5.2.2.2 Schedule Output Cells 
Cells in queues will be scheduled from output f lrt lf swit .h into ph ical 
links. Therefore, priority schedulinc al iorithms is us -d to d 'ii · sll from which 
queue will be transmitted. However, Real Tim' T affi 'S always h · pri rity over Non 
Real Time Traffics for output cells schedulin "'· 
The Hysteresis effect Queue Length Thr . hold p lie is used to scheduling 
cell within different priority classes as shown in Figur 5.2 (a). Meanwhile, Round 
Robin policy and Select Largest Queue policy are used to scheduling cell within same 
priority class as shown in Figure 5.2 (b). 
The diagram below shows the modules design for implementation of priority 
scheduling algorithms. 
5.3 MODULES DESIGN 
Priority 
Scheduler 
& 
Sche_Algo 
Dynamic 
Priority 
Scheduling 
heck 
destination 
& 
send cell 
Static 
Priority 
Scheduling 
Figure5.3 Modules Design 
Module Function 
Priority Scheduler (see Figurei.S for Gets the user input parameters need for 
GUI design) & Sche_Algo(see Figure5.4 different priority scheduling algorithms 
for Switch Parameters' List) and let user choose the prefer algorithm 
Dynamic Scheduling Two dynamic scheduling policies are 
provided, that IS Hysteresis effect 
Queue Length Threshold policy. 
Processe the outgoing cells, and 
administrates the queues system 
number of cells and so on). 
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Static Scheduling Two tnti . h 'du ling policies are 
pro id j, that is Round Rabin policy 
and Sel« t 1 orgr. ·t Quvu« p Ii y 
Pro' ss 'S th' ut l ing c 11 , and 
sdminist it 'S th' qu ue ystem 
(numl r 11' 'IL nd : o on). 
Table . 1 A lo 111/ '. Fun 'lion 
Choose th 
algorithm 
input 
window 
Figure5.4 Switch Parameters' List 
Hysteresis Queue Length Threshold 
Figure5.5 GUI I sign for Priority Scheduler's Input Window 
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5.4 COMPONENT CLASS DESIGN 
The simulator is sub-divided into tv o 1111jor ·1 \S,' .s: th' and 
the executor class. The resource cla . is n I iss, ' hi ·h l 1 vi :i s ', ur to execute 
the simulator, in this case, /\BRApp ORApp rm j RR ur e class and it 
is used to generate cells flowing through th n ctw ark simul tor. n .ecutor class is a 
class that execute and running a pro "' , us in) th 
simulation period. 
ur e classes during the 
The design of classes shows several major attributes and major functions built 
into the main classes of the simulator. The functions are defined in brief word showed 
in the tables appear below. 
SPATMSwitch 
Major Attributes Major Functions 
sw_delay 
sw oqsize 
SW ht 
sw_lt 
sw_speed 
sw _dropped; 
num _ dropped,total _cell 
swspeedup 
sw cpucong 
sw cells received - - 
sw _log_ factor 
sw route table - - 
swps window 
~w _ ScheAlgo 
'voports 
records 
l'andgen 
Iml'araml'Scheduler.java 
- Receive cell from links 
- Increase time after the arrival of a cell at the switch 
before the switch places the cell on the outgoing link. 
- Switch cell from an input port to an output port. 
- Initial queues for each virtual output port start the slot 
time reference cycle 
- Set the buffer space for a queue 
- Select the priority scheduling algorithm 
- Cells awaiting transmission in a given priority queu 
(ABRQ or VBRQ). 
- Cells dropped at a port when a queue exceeds its 
. . maximum size. 
- For each port, the congestion flag is set when a queue 
exceeds its High Threshold value, cleared when both 
queues fall below the Low Threshold. 
- The outgoing cells is demultiplex to ABRQ or VBRQ 
or VCQ according to the sw _ ScheAlgo's value input by 
user 
- Remove cell from queues according the selected 
priority algorithm. 
l\iajor Attributes Major Functions 
TH_U 
Tit L 
itlel'anclx 
Display a input window for Priority Scheduler 
Prepare the input panel, Jlabel and JtextFiled for 
parameters of different riori schedulin al orithms 
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such as Hysterc is ucuc L 'ngth hr shold InputPanelx 
Generic Llnk.java 
Major Attributes 
ln_speed 
ln distance 
link_ neighbors 
GenericBTE.java 
with diff rent standard 
rate .. 
User also specif • th l ngth of the link. 
- The output pararn t r p rted by the simulator is link 
utilization in term of bit rate (Mbits/s). 
Major Attributes Major Functions 
b_oqsize; - If no slot is available for immediate transmission, the 
b cellReceive cell will queue in one of two queues, a VBR/CBR 
b _log_ factor; queue or an ABR queue. 
b _cell_ count; - The user can specify the maximum output queue size; if 
voports; either queue exceeds this limit cells will be dropped. 
records; - The parameters that can be monitored for a 8- TE are 
app_ports; the number of cells in an output queue and the number 
of cells dropped at each queue. Also, the total number 
of cells received from the network may be monitored. 
CBRApp, VBRAppandABRApp 
The CBRApp, VBRApp(rt-VBR) and ABRApp are three main components f 
Javasim that will generate cells for different class of service. 
Major Attributes Major Functions 
en bit rate 
en_ burst_Iength 
cn_int_bet burst 
cn_start_time 
cn_trans_size 
enrepeat 
cn_delay 
en _random_ size 
en _random_ delay 
en_ random --target 
cn_thisport 
cn_de unsap 
cn_de tport 
=, conatternpt 
en conacc ' t 
Generate CBR/VBR/ ABR applications 
For CBR application, the hit rate is fix 
For VBR (rt-VBR) application, the hit rate can be fix 
or varies with time, that is it can he characteri ed 
as somewhat bursty 
User can send cell to other destination by specify the 
- destination NSAP and port 
- transmission size 
- delay between each cell 
OR 
User can let the simulator generate the abo e 
parameters randomly 
et up new connection when status of message type is 
NULL 
Send data cells when status of messa e e is ACTTVE 
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I 
cn , num _sent 
en status 
rand gen 
5.5 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
f th imulation model 
include the overview, output ports of swit h nd multithreading technique. Beside that, 
a queue architecture design and a module for implem ntation of priority scheduling 
algorithms also included. The second section includes description tables for 
SPATMwitch class, Genericlink class, GenericBTE class and Application class which 
are built for implementation of different priority scheduling algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 6: IMPLEMENTATION 
The main purpose of this A TM nctv ork simul rt )f is to t ·:t ind compare 
different priority scheduling algorithms nn j to -nsurc th 1t th qu u could be 
managed in an appropriate manner usinn ' ·rt nin ·01111 isti . n ontrol poli . Therefore 
in this simulation, model i built using obj t-ori '111" m th d and one pt to ensure 
the flow of ATM cells in the simulator could mmuni t ' 'thin objects. 
6.1 SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
The switching process is started when a cell arriving at the switch from a 
physical link. At the next switching slot time, after some delay, the switch looks in its 
local routing table to determine which outgoing link it should redirect the cell to and 
the cell will be put into a spq. At this point, if the link has an empty slot available, the 
switch puts the ceJJ on the link. If a link slot is not available, the cell will be go 
through a demultiplexing and schedule output process, depend the user selects priority 
scheduling algorithm. However, cells in the CBR/VBR queue have priority over cell 
in the ABR queue, i.e., it is only when the CBR/VBR queue is empty that the A R 
traffic is sent to link at schedule output port. (The flow of cell is described in Figur 
6.1). 
Therefore, before the simulation start, user needs to choose th pnont 
scheduling algorithm and initial suitable threshold values for related algorithm. 
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Cell arriving at the swlt •hfrr1111 
a phys/ al ltnk 
II 
If ltnk:« empty slot NOT 
available 
Puts th ' '•'"int 1 th» sp 
(, pq is queue ri,r enfo ins s up C ctor) 
ell in pq (for v 1 ' 
virtual output port) 
With FIFO order 
If link has an empty slot 
available 
Remove cell from spq 
sw _ ScheAlgo = 1 or 2 sw_ScheAlgo = 3 or 4 
Demultiplex into 
ABRQ& VBRQ same priority scrvic 
2 3 4 
Javasim HQLT RR LQ 
(demux (demu:x (dernu (d mu' 
& & & & 
Schedule Schedule Schedule Schedule 
output output output output 
cell) cell) cell) cell) 
Puts the cell on 
the link 
Figu.re6. l Flow of Cells In 'witch 
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6.2 CLASS IMPLEMENTATION 
The class implementation consists of man lassc · in this simul nor. ' hich i 
grouped into a package called Javasim. 
This package consists of two major In" , : . imul ti n ngine and simulation 
components. However, only the classe r la1 t 
be discussed in the following section. 
h duling algorithms will 
6.2.1 SPATMSwitch.java 
The SPATMSwitch class has its method in managing its own output port and 
consists of attributes useful for itself. The header file is as follows: 
class SPATMSwitch extends SimComponent implements Serializable 
//The private classes below are use to initial priority queues 
//and output ports structure.X-ABR, VBR, CBR 
private class XQ implements Serializable 
boolean congested=false; 
SimParamint iq=null; 
SimParamint sent=null; 
SimParamint dq=null; 
java.util.List ptr=null; 
java.util.List vcql=null; 
java.util.List vcq2=null; 
java.util.List vcq3=null; 
private class Port implements Serializable { 
SimComponent to_link=null; 
boolean link_busy=false; 
VBRQ vbr=null; 
ABRQ abr=null; 
CBRQ cbr=null; 
java.util.List sigQueue=null; 
java.util.List spq=null; /*queue for enforcing speedup factor ; SimParamBool cong=null; 
//this class is us to stor d tails o· connection records 
privat class CallRecord implements Serializable { 
int vpil,vcil,c llr fl; 
int vpi2,vci2,ccllr f2; 
int cony 
SlmCompon nL com I null; 
SimCompon nl comp2 null; 
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//Input 
private 
private 
private 
private 
privat 
and control 
SimParamint 
SimParamint 
SimParamint 
SimParamint 
S.LmPar min 
attributes 
sw_delay; 
sw_oqsiz 
SW ht; 
SW ] t; 
0W_Sp 
//call a route tabl 
private SjmPa mRTabJ 
//call a input window fo p m 
private SimParamPSch dul r sw_ s_win o 
//initial what user have choose o th 
private SimParamint sw_ScheAlgo; 
1 ithms 
//Display attributes 
private SimParamint sw_cells_received; 
private int num_dropped,total_cell; 
private SimParamDouble sw_dropped; 
private int sw_speedup; 
private SimParamBool sw_cpucong; 
private SimParamint sw_log_factor; 
/*for HQLT algorithm*/ 
private int hqlt_QTH_U; 
private int hqlt_QTH_L; 
/*for RR algorithm*/ 
private SimParamint vbr turn; 
private SimParamint abr turn; 
private SimParamint turn; 
/*virtual output ports*/ 
private java.util.Map voports; 
private java.util.List records; 
private java.util.Random randgen; 
/*private events*/ 
static final int MY RECEIVE= SimProvider.EV PRIVATE+ 1; 
static final int MY SLOT TIME SimProvider.EV PRIVATE~ 2; 
} 
The different types of attributes declared in the header file had different 
functions. The input and control attributes is user define values that use to er at 
different conditions for a simulation topology. Display attributes include total number 
of received cells and percentage of drop cells when simulation is running. Pri ate 
events include MY_RECEIVE and MY_SLOT_TlME which are needed in the action 
routine. 
Some Private methods are built in the class to implement actions routine for 
receive, demultiplex and schedule cells in a process slot time. Beside, public meth d 
are built too for start and reset the simulation, and display output port structure when 
a link is connected lo switch. 
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6.2.2 SimParamPSchedu/er.java 
The Siml'araml'Sch idul tr class is an inform lion vindo in clu :i . fun ti ns 
to return input parameters for I l LT schcdulin n i. 11 
in SPATMSwitch class and some UT m mb r .. ThL 1 .. L inh tit from 
iml'arameier class. The header of the fil bl w: 
class SimParamPSchedul r xt nds SimParameter implements 
ActionListener,java.io.Serializable { 
II the attributes below will be return to SPATMSwitch.java 
int QTH U; //upper limit threshold for HQLT 
int QTH=L; //lower limit threshold for HQLT 
//GUI members (a Swing component} 
private transient JComponent jcomp=null; /*return this 
information window when the related button is press by user~; 
JPanel TitlePanel =new JPanel(); 
JLabel Title= new Jlabel(}; 
JPan 1 InputPanell-new JPanel(}; 
JLabel SubTitlel =new Jlabel(}; 
JTextField hqu=new JTextField(S}; 
JTextField hql=new JTextField(5}; 
JPanel compPanel=new JPanel(); 
JButton btnsave=new JButton("OK"); 
JButton btnClose=new JButton("CANCEL"); 
} 
Attribute used includes in the Simi'araml'Scheduler cla s are returnable 
parameters and GUl members. The UI members used in thi cla arc J mp n nt, 
JPanel, Jlabel, Jtext ield and JButton. This attributes are used to get input for 
returnable parameter which u e t implem nt related priority scheduling 
algorithms. 
The meth d perform in thi clas i to 1~t u er input values and transfer the 
alue f .11 c, tl•il d into returnable pnram t irs, 
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6.2.3 CBRApp.java 
The 'BRA pp class generate CBR cells at a constant r 't' f 1 th m 1ti '" ,fth 
simulation. The header of the file is as b tow: 
class CBRApp x no jmCom on n im l m n 
//user initial valu 
private SimParamDoubl en 
private SimParaminL ens 
private SimPar mDoubJ en 
private SimParamint cn_rep at; 
private SimParamint cn_d lay; 
private SimParamBool cn_random_siz 
private SimParamBool cn_random_delay; 
private SimParamBool cn_random_target; 
private SimParamint cn_thisport=null; 
private SimParamNSAP cn_destnsap; 
private SimParamint cn_destport; 
private SimParamint cn_conattempt; 
private SimParamint cn_conaccept; 
j v . 
private int en status; 
private int en vpi,cn vci; 
private long cn_cur_trans_size; 
private int cn_con_done; 
private long cn_num_sent; 
private java.util.Random randgen; 
//connection status constants 
private static inal int UNI NULL = O; 
private static final int UNI CALL INIT 1; - private static final int UNI CALL PROC = 2; - - private static final int UNI ACTIVE = 3; 
//private events 
static final int MY SENDCELL = SimProvider.EV PRIVATE t l; 
static final int MY START= SimProvider.EV_PRIVATE 2; 
} 
ome attributes used in the 'BRApp clas are user input parameter . hi 
attribute i u ed t pecify the type of R traffic will b generate D r imulati n. 
he method perform in thi clas i to etup connection' when the c nnccti n 
tatu null and send cell when ·onn cti n 'tutus is acti 
6. 2.4 VBRApp.java 
't'he IJ/> lp1> ·J iss 
urati 11 I th' simulation. 
Vt t t11r11 ·s ns an N - Fl• ur c f r th 
1 •11 nnt ·d it th HP ·cifi ·d bit rat during a bur. t. 
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Mean burst length and mean interval between burst are u r pc if 'i t ut th nctu 1l 
periods of both are drawn from an exponential distribution. Th h •:1d 1 f th ht L' 1, 
below: 
class VBRApp exl n s SimCompon im l m n 
//user initial valu s 
private SimPar mDoubl en bi 
private SimParamDouble en bu 
private SimParamDoubl en in 
private SimParamint en start time; 
private SimParamDoubJe-cn trans siz 
private SimParamint en_repeat; 
private SimParamint en delay; 
private SimParamBool en random size; 
private SimParamBool cn=random=delay; 
private SimParamBool cn_random_target; 
j v . i . 
private 
private 
private 
private 
private 
private 
private 
SimParamint cn_thisport=null; 
SimParamNSAP cn_destnsap; 
SimParamint cn_destport; 
SimParamint cn_conattempt; 
SimParamint cn_conaccept; 
SimParamint en curincome; 
SimParamint cn-totalincome; 
private 
private 
private 
private 
private 
int en status; 
int cn-vpi,cn vci; 
long cn_cur_trans_size; 
int en con done; - - long cn_num_sent; 
private java.util.Random randgen; 
//connection status constants 
private static final int UNI NULL = 0; 
private static final int UNI CALL INIT = 1; 
private static final int UNI CALL PROC = 2; - - private static final int UNI ACTIVE = 3; 
//private events 
static final int MY SENDCELL SimProvid r.EV_PRIVATE t 1; 
static final int MY START= SimProvider.EV PRIVATE 2; 
static final 'nt MY BURST= SimProvid .EV PRIVATE t 3; 
//No MY_BURST is-just del yed s n cell 
} 
ome or the attributes u cd in the SN.App eta are user input parameter . 
Thi attribute is u ed to sp if wh 1t t pc r r al time V I traffic will e generate 
for imulation, 
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Basically, the method perform in this class is imilar to '/ k-11 t 
that cells can also be generate within an N ( n n ;11 7 c'n, r h l an i l l• 
(en int bet bvret) period. - - - 
6.3 PRIORITY SCHEDULING AL .-ORITllM IMPL M 
There are tw main functions in ATM. wit h.j irnpl m nt th u rs lect 
priority scheduling algorithms. There arc sw d. mux spq and. 1 _ h du/ _output. 
Below is the detail description for each algorithm. 
6.3.1 Javasim (FCFS and Fixed Priority) 
sw demux spq O{ 
if(sw_ScheAlgo I or sw ScheAlgo 
if(connection _ type-ABR ) { 
if(( total no of cells in ABRQ 
add cell into ABRQ; 
} 
else { 
drop the cell; 
} 
} 
2) { 
sw oqsize) or (sw oqsize -!)) { 
else if(conne 'lion type BR or conne Lion type V/31?){ 
if( (total no of cells in VBRQ < sw oqsize) or (\w oqsize -1)) { 
add c ell into VBRQ; 
} 
else { 
drop the cell; 
} 
} 
} /lend for sw ScheAlgo I or 2 
} 
sw schedule ouipuit) { 
if (sw 'cheAlgo I) { 
l/Alwa s r'mov cell from VBRQfisrt 
if( I BR is not Empt ~ { 
remo " .ell from VJJRQ; 
} 
If Bl?Q is Emp: , r uno , · tllfroni WU ) 
'Is (((A J R{: is not 1~·111f'f.) { 
r 11110 ' • •II from Bl? ); 
) 
} 
) 
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6.3.2 Hysteresis effect Queue Length Threshold 
sw schedule outputt) { 
if (.yw ScheAlgo 2) ( 
QTH U upper limit threshold for !IQ!,'/' algorithm 
QTH_L lower limit thresholdfor H )J,'l' algorithm 
while (number of · ill in !IBl?Q 
remove cellfrom A BRQ; 
Q'l'H U { 
on-Re 'JI Ttmc Tr .U1 
} 
if (number of cell in A BRQ QTH L) { 
remove cellfrom ABRQ; 
} 
else { 
II remove cell from VBRQfisrl 
if( VBRQ is not Empty) { 
remove cell from VBRQ; I/Real Time Traffic 
} 
//If VBRQ is Empty, remove cell from ABRQ 
else if( ABRQ is not Empty) { 
remove cell from ABRQ; 
} 
} 
} 
} 
6.3.3 Round Robin 
sw demux spq0{ 
if (sw ScheAlgo 3 or ./) 
{/INRT traffic 
tftconneciion type ABR) { 
if(( (total no of cell for vcql, vcq2 & vcq3) < sw oqsize) or (\'W oqsize -I~ { 
randomly add ell into vcql, vcq2 or vcq3; 
} 
lse { 
drop cell; 
} 
} 
l/RTT 
lse iftconne 'lion Ip, VBR II connection t p CRR){ 
if(( (total no of •LI for ' ·q J, ·q2 & ·q ') · sw oqst: ') or (.\'W oqsiz« -1 )) { 
random/ add ·~II into iql ,» ·q2 or ·q3; 
} 
tlse { 
lrop · II; 
) 
) in I 1/s · or 
) '/I(/ for rl •11111 
SW sch 111/ J Olli/ Ill { 
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if (sw _ScheAlgo=3) { 
get values of SP VCQl,SP VCQ2 & SP VC )3; 
if (VBR 's vcq 7, vcq2 or vcq3 is not h'mpt .~ { 
if (vbr turn.get ValueO 0) { 
if Vi 'QI not impty th in r imove iel lfrom J 'Q l 11 Is t vbr t tm 1; 
else if Vi 'Q2 not empty th tn r imove 'II.fr im T , et vbr turn= 
else if Vi 'Q3 not empty th n r smov · 11. rom T t vbr _turn-0; 
} 
else if (vbr turn.get ValueO I){ 
if Vi Q2 not empty then remove c II from Q2 I\ br _tum=2; 
else if Vi Q3 not empty then r mov cell from J Q3 and set vbr _turn=O; 
else ifV QI not empty then remove I/from I~ QI and set 'br_turn=I; 
} 
else if (vbr _turn.get Valuet) = 2){ 
if VCQ3 not empty then remove cell from V Q3 and set vbr _turn=O; 
else if Vi QI not empty then remove cell from VCQ I and set vbr _turn= I; 
else if VCQ2 not empty then remove cell from VCQ2 and set vbr _turn=2; 
} 
}I/close vbr 
else if(ABR's vcql,vcq2 or vcq3 is not Empty) { 
if (abr turn.get ValueO 0) { 
if Vi QI not empty then remove cell from Vi ,QI set abr turn I; 
else if V Q2 not empty then remove cell from Vi Q2 set abr turn 2; 
lse if Vi Q3 not empty then remove cell from Vi 'Q3 set abr turn O; 
} 
else if (abr turn.get Valuet) I){ 
if Vi Q2 not empty then remove cell from V Q2 s t abr turn 2; 
else if Vi Q3 not empty then remove cell from VCQ3 s I abr turn O; 
els if Vi 'QI not empty then remov cell from Vi 'QI s t abr turn I; 
} 
else if (abr turn.get Valuei) 2) { 
if V 'Q3 not empty then remove cell from Vi 'Q3 s t abr turn 0; 
ls? if Vi 'QI not empty th zn remove · ll from Vi ;QI set abr turn 0; 
els lf Vi 'Q2 not empty then remove iell from V ,'Q2 set abr turn O; 
} 
}lli':)nd abr 
} 
} 
6.3.4 Select Largest Queue 
,\'\ s ih idule output(, { 
!f (.\'~ s •Ii I 11, 1() ./ ) { 
"'"'A""""T"""'M-=-=S=im=u=l=at=io=n~-------------~~ mpt 'r l Im I .  mt tti in 
if (VBR 's veql, veq2 or vcq3 is not Empty) { 
get number of cells for every vcqfor VBRICBR s irvl >; 
do bubble sort then find out which v ·q is th' lorg, q 11 %',' 
the vcq I is the large qu sue 
if (vcq 1 is not Empty) { 
remove cell from vcq I; 
} 
the veq2 is the large queue 
if (veq2 is not Empty) { 
remove cell from vcq2; 
} 
the vcq3 is the large queue; 
if (vcq3 is not Empty) ( 
remove cell from vcq3; 
} 
}/lend for VBRQ 
else if(ABR 's veql, veq2 or veq3 is not Empty) { 
get number of cells for every vcq for ABR service; 
do bubble sort then find out which vcq is the large queue; 
the veq 1 is the large queue; 
if (veg I is not Empty) { 
remove cell from veq I; 
} 
the veq2 is the large queue; 
if (veq2 is not Empty) ( 
remove eel/from vcq2; 
} 
the vcq3 is the large queue; 
if (vcq3 is not Empty) ( 
remove cell from vcq3; 
} 
}/lend ABRQ 
} 
} 
6.4 IJAPTER UMMARY 
Thi chapter dis usse impl mentati n of priorit .cheduling alg rithm at 
utput port or the iwit h for th simulat r. lu 's ·s with important data item and it 
as ·o iat · data ar • di u ·d Iurth er in the impl imcntution secti n. Further m re, the 
d tail impl 'Ill •nt ti n ri r th· I ror os I nl orithms 11hm includ .d. 
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CHAPTER 7: TESTING 
Testing is done step by step to compare the . irnulntion 1 esnlt l.' runninc th 
simulator with different priority sch dulin i al iorithm .. Tin pri rity s h uling 
algorithms could be test with various conditions, . u h IL b. irnpl m nting • "' 
assumptions of the switching rates for the swit h nd ppli ti n. 
7.1 CLASS AND UNIT TESTING 
The purpose of the class and unit testing i to en ur that parameters, attributes 
and methods perform in every class is running without error during simulation. Most 
of the testing is done by observing the output parameters which generated during 
simulation. 
7.1. 1 SimParamPScheduler Class 
imParamPScheduler clas was tested by input the values for different 
parameters at the Jtextfields in the priority cheduling algorithms' parameters input 
window. A input window w111 appear when user click the "Parameter for SA" uuon 
at the PA7'M. 'witch class's parameter list 
The input window for different priority scheduling algorithm is h wn in 
Figure 7.1. Every time when the input window is called ("Parameters for A" button 
is clicked), the previous input parameters will be reset. 
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Jpanel - Titlol'an I, lnpuf Pm l , 
'omi Pan l 
JComponent 
-jcomp 
JLabel - Title, 
SubTitlel, qthu 
&qthl 
JButton - 
BtnSave & btnClose 
JtextField - 
hqu & hql 
Figure 7. 1 Input Window for Priority cheduling Algorithms' Parameters 
For example, after user key in the value of T U and Tl-l L in the two 
JtextFields, methods in 'imParamP chedu/er class will convert the above values into 
integer format after the button OK is pressed. 
Value for QTH_U and QTH_L in SimParamPScheduler class is 800 
and 400 
A new object called sw s_window is create in the Sf ATM.'wit h 'lass a 
initial below: 
imraramr; heduler sw p · window;. 
After the input wind win Figure 7.1 is closed, the c rrect value of H U 
and TH from Stmi'amml'S ·h tduler .lass will be called and return in 
... I A T. iSwit h Lass b the follow tat m nt s: 
int hqlt Q'l'H U sw ps window.g 11 )Tll U(); 
1111 hol! (J'l'I I l, sw ps ~ in l<>H .g •t Tl'! //,(); 
ly ? V1111 
nd 100 
'l'Jj U tH1 
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7.1.2 Constant (CBR or ABR) and Poisson (VBR or ABR) Appl/ 
Class 
This unit testing is done to show 
poisson application. The BR constant appli 
choose to use in this testing. Therefore nly 
class), and VBRQ (reserved for the VBR traffi lass in n utput p rt th witch 
are consisted during this testing. Beside, this testing imulation i run ' ithout using 
any priority scheduling algorithms. 
The intention behind choosing these important types of services is to analyze 
the feasibility of isochronous services in the context of situations where bursty data 
service (poisson application) can dominate the traffic flow. The two classes of service 
give us insight as to the complexity of providing numerous QoS attributes. 
Below are the assumption make for this testing: 
• The output queue length fl r the queue of switch was limited t 1000 entric 
• The traffic sources used in this testing consisted of CBR ources and V R 
sources with a single output link at 155 Mb/s (refer Figure 7.2). 
• The CBR sources were transmitting data at a constant rate of 155 Mb/s. 
• he VBR sources were transmitting "bursty" traffic at a rate of 155 Mb/ for I 
milliseconds (1000 usecs) followed by an OFF period where n data was 
transmitted for 1 milliseconds (1000 u ec ) r y,· r Figur 7.3). 
• lncoming traffic may be at rates very different from the two incoming link 
c nsidered in this testing. 
The conge tion happened and cells will drop when all the queues are full and 
the aggregate incoming rate to the witch e ceeds the output flow rate t th output 
link. 
7. 
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1, igure 7.2 Network Topology for Testing of onstant and Pois on Applications 
f:J 1 · Delay be1wo n calls (Usec!:l) ,.....,=--~1•1 
l 11 l ~itndom 1tata s11 
! 1 f ; Random ttei<'iy bot. c lls 
[ 1 -J Random tila~111atlon 
I I I · J Poi t nwnber 
[ I [ l l)e~irtation NSAP 
. 'It .J ne tmation pon rmrnJJ•u 
0 Galls attempt1J1i 
Ei 1J C11lls apcepted 
l' J , l Rttpeat CO(tm ( • 1 ltlf) 
l IT Delay trotween calls (ui;a t;) 
I 1 rj Rctndorn dat21 size 
!':-:~-=~111 l J fj Random delay hot. callQ 
;-...:...,...,.......~,111[ j l .I R~11ttom destination 
ll<==-==iii t J I J P0t1 number 
II i--~----~~---- ..... --~~ ~ ..... ~~--.----~--~~--~~o~ ...... ~~ 
'---'--~~~......;.~~~~~~~"~~--~ 
Figur 7.3 I arameters input Window for 'onstant and Poisson Appli ations 
very time when a cell is scheduled to output link during the irnulation, a 
creen with information about current queue size and t tal number f cell . cnt will b 
print as Figure 7.-1 below. ome of the data are cop into Tab! 7.1. 
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Figure 7.4 Sample utput L ala Gen rat During imulation 
The Table 7.1 show that the VBRApp class is generated the bursty cells in ON- 
OFF state as initial Mean Burst Length (1000 usecs or 1 milliseconds) and Mean 
Interval Between Burst (1000 usecs or 1 milliseconds). That is, the VBRQ at the 
output port in switch only start to receive cell at l milliseconds after the simulation 
start. At the time 2.09 milliseconds after the simulation start, the VER.App class stop 
sending cell, therefore, the number of cells in VBRQ never increase during 2 to 3 
milliseconds. 
Beside that, the table also show that BRA.pp class is generate cells as initial 
bit rate and cells is sent to switch constant and continuously. 
Time after 
simulation VBRQ CBRQ 
start Current Total cell Current T tal cell 
(milliseconds) queue size sent queue size sent 
0.5105100 0 0 I 179 - 0.9991800 0 0 I 358 
1.0483200 11 0 I 376 
1.0920000 27 0 I 392 
1.5015000 177 0 l 542 
1.9983600 359 0 I 724 
2.0939100 369 0 I 759 - 2.5443600 369 0 I 924 
Table 7. J Simulat ion I •suits.for T. •sl i11g of 'l3R and I BU Appl ital ions 
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7.1.3 HQL T With Different Values of Upper Limit And Low r Limit 
Threshold 
The HQLT algorithms can be tested with different lu )1 Llp] 1 imit n 
Lower Limit Threshold by running a simulation whi h u: • 
in Figure 7.5. Below arc the two conditions set for thi: t estin : 
• The output queues' size in this irnulation is . 1 to 1 0 
• very simulation will be pause after 0.010 ond from th b ginning of 
simulation. 
Figurel.S Network Topology for System Testing of f-lQJ,'l' 
Every time the simulation is running with different pair of Upper imit and 
Lower Limit Threshold as listed in Table 7.2. The simulation re ults how that when 
the values of Upper Limit (QTH_U) is increase and Lower irnit Thresh Id ( . Tl l_L) 
is decrease, the total percentage of cells drop will light) increase even th ABR ell 
sent to destination is increase. It is because the dropped cells are contributed by BR 
and VBR cells which have total number f cell i greater then the total numb r f 
ABR cells. 
herefore to decrease the total per ientage or ell' drop, the values of wer 
imit Thre h Id Tl I L hould be in ·r 'H e wh ·n pp r Limit Tl I 
a· d llu ihown in the fillh column in the low table. 
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QTH U 
TH L 
Total Cells Receive 
Total Cells Oro % 
Cell in VBRQ (RTT) to 
link4 
Cell sent to destination 64 44 4 4 
from VBRQ 
Cell drop from VBR 2586 2600 _6]3 ..136 
to link 4 
Cell in ABR (NRT) to 61 40 .21 401 
link 4 to link 4 
Cell sent to destination 922 940 957 618 
from ABR 
Cell drop from ABRQ 0 0 0 0 
to link 4 
Total Cell Receive at 983 982 980 1021 
same BTE 
Table 7.2 Values of Output Parameters enerated During Simulation 
7. 1.4 Performance of Round Robin (RR) Scheduling Algorithm 
The data below shown that the Round Robin (RR) scheduling algorithm treats 
all queues equally. The Round Robin (RR) scheduling algorithm is implement by 
transmit cell from different queues to output link in a sequence of one queue by on 
queue for the same priority class. 
The turn number in the data below i to repre ent which queue i erved 
currently. There is, after transmitting a cells fr m the fir t queue turn , th, 
scheduler will start checking and transmitting a cell from the econd queue (tum= O) 
at the ne t time it return to the same pri rity cla f scr ice (VBRApp ·lass). 
Current ime 1. 96742£7 
current urn 0 
Current queue s'ze (VBR): vc - 166 VCQ2 - 1 7 VCQ3 - 128 
Af o he ulin (VBR): vc - 165 VCQ2 - 19'/ vc 3 - 128 
Cu 780? •'7 
Cu 
Cu 8 vc 2 - 197 VC 3 - 131 
I\ f v 'Q'2 196 vc:. 131 
Cu t l m 1. 21·: I 
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Current turn: 2 
Current queue size (VBR): VCQl - 168 VC? 
After scheduling (VBR): VCQl - 168 VC 2 - 
Current time: 1.9992287 
current turn: 0 
Current queue sjz (VBR): VCQ1 - 168 VC? - 1 D 
After schedulin (VBR): VCQl - 167 VC 2 - 1 - v ~ 
7.1.5 Performance of Select Largest Queue Scheduling (SLQ) 
Algorithm 
The data below show the implementation of Select Largest Queue (SLQ) 
scheduling algorithm. The Select Largest Queue (SLQ) scheduling algorithm is 
implement by transmit cell from a queue with largest size (highest number of total 
cells in queue) to output link for the same priority class. 
At same priority class of service ( VBRApp class) there exist three non-empty 
queues (VCQ I, VCQ2 and VC 3), and the largest queue in the pri rity class will be 
allowed to send cell to its destination. Iowever, before sending the cell, the simulator 
will compare the current total number of cells in every queue with sorting method t 
find out which queue is the largest queue. 
Current time : 3.21822E7 
Before sorting and scheduling (VBR): 
VCQl(a[O]) - 291 VCQ2(a[l]) - 161 VCQ3 (a(2])- 276 
After sorting (VBR): 
a[O] - 161 a[l] - 276 a[2] - 291 
After scheduling (VBR): 
VCQl(a[O]) - 290 VCQ2(a[l]) - 161 VCQ3 (a[2])- 276 
Current time : 3.22882E7 
Before sorting and scheduling (VBR): 
VCQl(a[O]) - 296 VCQ2(a[l]) - 161 VCQ3 (a[2])- 276 
A er sor in (VBR): 
a[O] - 161 a[l) - 276 (2] - 296 
Af schedulin (VBR): 
VC 1( (OJ) - 295 VC02( ll]) - I I VC 3 ( [2])- 276 
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7.2 SYSTEM TESTING 
The system testing is implemented by corn par' th' simul 11inn sult f t t' ) 
different algorithms with same topolo y. This • t p is t ken t 1 m nit for th 
difference between compared algorithms. 
Two different types of systems testing is don th r r : 
• Compare two simulation with and without H st r i ff ~ Queue Length 
Threshold (HQLT) scheduling algorithm for s rvi e cat gory within different 
priority class when congestion is happened. 
• Compare Round Robin (RR) and Select Largest Queue (SLQ) scheduling 
algorithm for service category with same priority class when congestion is 
happened. 
The major network and traffic scenario for System Testing is set as below: 
• Three applications (CBR application, VBR application and ABR application) 
are sending data to the ame target destination. herefore, the queues at an 
output port of the switch are highly demanded and needs t transfer out the 
cells in a high rate. But unfortunately it is difficult to send ut the cells to the 
link, as the link rate is slower. So, congestion will happen between at the 
output port and outgoing link and some cells will be drop. 
• Initial the value of the speed of link connected at the utput queue 25% 
smaller than switch's switching rate. This means that input link peed ( 155 
krn/s) is sma11er than output link speed (40 km/s) and the di tance f link in 
every between BT and switch is 0. I km. 
• All applications (ABR and R) will be giv n the am bit rate (100 
Mbits/ ), number of bits to send (30 Mbit ) and cell delay I 0 0, 0 u ecs), 
except VBR application will be given an N- "'F state initial th alu 
of Mean ur t Length I 000 uscc ) and Mean Interval bet. ur t l O 
u 'e '. 
• The output queue' size in this simulation i s t lo I 000 f r every switch. 
• imulation will b pau ·' aft •r 0. I 0 second from the beginning 
simulation. 
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7.2.1 Javasim(FCFS & Fixed Priority) vs Hyster I 
Length Threshold (HQL T) 
t u u 
ven there arc three different appli ations 
and ABR application) sent different type. of tr. ff 
these applications can be category into Real Tim 
and Non Real Time Traffic (ABRApp) refer Ftgure 7.6). 
'\ tin ti n, but 
pp) 
Two simulations with different Sch A/go - 1 and _ (parameter for running 
priority scheduling algorithm) are tested. There first test is run without any scheduling 
algorithm, there mean that the Real Time Traffics (VBRQ) alwa s be serve first, and 
only if Real Time Traffics is finish to serve (VBRQ is empty), then switch will 
schedule cell of Non Real Time Traffic (from ABRQ) into output link. During the 
second test (simulation for HQLT), when the number of cells in ABRQ exceeds 
QTH_ U (upper limit threshold) and QTH_L (lower limit threshold), cell in ABR 
queue will be removed first. 
Figure'i.ti Network Topology for );st un T. sting of.Javasim vs H LT 
Performance Evaluation 
The re ult of simulation for thi te ling are shown at the Tabtet.B. 
! en th numb r of .ell in A R [ueuc always be less th ·n value of TH 
thrc h Id, but the II lropp .d ·r mtn 1 • Ior 11 LT shown in the oth table i m r · 
th ·n J 1 1si111. Th ·r for , 11 I T m 1 1101 b 1 h II r Ill thod to ·nntrc I the non r 
·st ion ht~ p •ns ut output port of a . witch. 
RO 
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Beside that, the total number of cell for Real Tim ' 1ffi 1., 
more than Non Real Time Traffic queue (ABR ) it i. h mus l lh l R nn :i BR 
application is sharing the same Real Tim Traff u u durin :i ·1hi:' simul 111 n. 
Priority Scheduling Algorithm .Ta 1m H 
sw ScheAlgo: 1 - 
QTH U - 800 
QTH L - 400 
Cells Receive 4757 4766 
Cells Drop% 36.40 49.02 
Cell in VBRQ (RTT) to link 4 999 1000 
Cell sent to destination from VBRQ 1020 404 
Cell drop from VBRQ to link 4 1715 2336 
Cell in ABR (NRT) to link 4 to link 4 1000 401 
Cell sent to destination from ABRQ 0 618 
Cell drop from ABRQ to link 4 16 0 
Total Cell Receive at same BTE 1018 1021 
Table'i.B Data nerated for .ystem Testin of Javasim vs HQ!,7' 
7.2.2 Round Robin (RR) vs Select Largest Queue (SLQ) For Same 
Priority Class 
The traffics sources for this testing are the cells generate from the VIJRApp 
class and BRApp cla ·s, it is because VBR poisson service and BR c n tant crvi c 
are assume that in a same priority class (Real Time Traffic) (refer Figure 7.6 . here 
are three Virtual Channel Queue (VC ) u ed in this te ting. 
Two simulations with different S .h A/go 3 and 4 (parameter for running 
priority scheduling algorithm) are te ted. The first test i run with R und R bin RR 
scheduling algorithm, there mean that after schedule a cell from Q,, the witch will 
m ve to erve ueue Q1, 1 at next slot time. unn the sec nd test ( imulati n for 
L ), a sorting method is use to r arran ic the V , in incrca ing rdcr t tal 
nurn ·r f cells in qu 'LI\ · ·11 in th qu ·u ·with luru st size will be r ·m vcd tr t. 
Th r ults or . imul uion l slin tor th two ul orilluns ire shown at the 
'/'1hl17 ... 
8l 
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Figure 7. 7 Network Topology for ')'Stem Testing of RR ZQ 
Performance Evaluation 
The result in Table 7.4 show that Select Largest Queue scheduling algorithm 
has better performance then Round Robin scheduling algorithm. It is because the 
Select Largest Queue scheduling algorithm can maintain the fairness for every VCQ 
in same priority class more effectively compare with Round Robin scheduling 
algorithm. 
Consider that the number of cells drop in YCQ3 for Round Robin chcduling 
algorithm is 122, but number of cells drop in YCQ3 for Select Largest ucuc 
scheduling algorithm is 0. This mean that the VCQ3 for Round Robin scheduling 
algorithm access its optimum buffer space more quickly then V 3 fi r elect 
Largest Queue scheduling algorithm. 
Beside that, the total number f cells in very V f r R und R bin 
scheduling algorithm has more significant different compare with total number of 
cells in every VC for elect Largest ueue cheduling algorithm with le 
significant different. Therefore, it can be c ncluded that ele t argest ucue 
cheduling algorithm threat e er Y with more Iairne s then Round R bin 
s hcduling algorithm. 
A TM Simulation 
Priority Scheduling Algorithm 
sw ScheAI 10: 
RR 
1000 
122 
978 
0 
865 
0 
974 
Table7.4 Data Generated for System Testing of RR vs SLQ 
7.3 CHAPTER SUMMARY 
''tin' 
This chapter discusses class, unit and system testing that had been done for the 
simulator. Beside that, comparison between different priority scheduling algorithms 
also described base on the simulation results. 
ATM Simulation ha )t •r / "on .lu ·i n 
CHAPTER 8: CONCLUSION 
From this project, the most valuable cx1 ·ri n 
more detail. for the existing ATM traff 
priority scheduling policy. rt is valuable t ha 
in 
t' of 
building 
object-oriented model for the ATM network simul 1 r '\: hi h m inJ. mpha izing on 
implementation of different priority scheduling p lici s. 
From the two testing result at chapter 7, can be oncluded that Hysteresis 
effect Queue Length Threshold (HQL T) scheduling algorithm not able to reduce the 
percentage of cell dropped when given priority to Non Real Time Traffic. Beside, also 
can be concluded that Select Largest Queue scheduling algorithm have a better 
performance then Round Robin scheduling algorithm for served the queues in same 
priority class. 
An object-oriented A TM network simulator environment emphasizing on 
priority scheduling policies is designed and implemented to fulfill the purpose of 
improving the efficiency in performing computer network simulation studies. This 
simulation project is designed to be portable, which allows component devel pcd y 
different modeler to be shared and thus achieve reusability and flexibility. It 
possible for different modeler to add or remove any methods currently de igned m c 
the imulator is built by an object-oriented approach u ing Java pr gramming 
language. Moreover, applying multithreading into a irnulator de ign can c us d t 
closely model the real A TM network imulator. 
With the benefit of using Java programming language, ne of the maj r 
advantages i the probability of Ja a applets into the W rid Wide Web and Internet 
er er. From the web browser the simulat r c uld c · ecutcd n an comput r 
platform. 
A TM Simulation 
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